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Province Turns Down Children's Centre 
NEWS RELEASE: 
The Terrace Children's 
Centre Association • has 
learned that its request for a 
l~- term,  low-ooot lease on 
an acre of land at the back of 
Kalum and Olson, has been 
turned down by the 
provincial government. 
¢9 
the Child Development 
year for its mu~. 
request was Supported. by 
MLA Cyril Shalferd, council 
and the Regional District. 
In a letter from the B.C. 
Building Corporation the 
association has been advised 
The letter -~tated that it district of Terrace should he 
was "~he mandate of the requestedto provide a grant 
Corporation to operate in a in l ieuof prope=~y taxes". 
market value oontext" and A meeting of the Terrace 
that therefore the cor- Children's Centre 
poratiea, formerly Public Association has decided to 
Works, could no longer lease appeal the decision and 
property at a "nominal reiterate a' requost for a 
rate", token lease on the grounds 
required by Community 
based and SUl~orted groups 
trying to upgrade needed 
services. 
Meanwhile the fate of the 
old house on the Kalum and 
Olson site is undecided. 
Originally slated foi" 
i~:~ The association, which 
~i!~! be~n moot~ last October 
~"~ when honsisg Shortages of 
i~. the Lazeile PreSchool, The 
~, Terrace Day Care Society, 
and the Chlidminding Centre' 
~~! became ' critical, had 
: ~! requosted a 99 year lease at a 
~ token rent. similar to that OfCyclist, mauled by bear 
that while the government is , The letter also went on to , that a starting rent of over 
prepared to negotiate a lease suggest that it would be in q~00 a month, plus taxes, on 
ou the uncleared property at order for the association to the property, would make it 
the hack of the new proposed "approach various govern- financially impossible to 
Court House and Health mentministrieefergrantsin mortgage the necessary 
Services Building, for a liea of the rent in recognitlon bul!din~_ for the combined 
combined children's centre, ~ the services provided to Children's facility. , ' 
the cost will be ~,500 ,per the community" by the The • association also 
year plus.taxes, group. It advised that "the criticized a government 
policy that attempted to 
make a profit out" of 
provincial land that was 
in Whitehorse 
~.:~ WH1TEHORSE, Yukon - -  The inc/dent occurred in i~  right forearm in. its 
~'~ A cyclist was ~awed, bitten British Columbia bout 190 mouth and was hying to 
~ anddmf~edbyablackbear kilometresnerthwestofFert d ag him farther into the 
i~ ~, into bushes along the Almka Nelson. • bush." "He 
~ Highway south o f  here CHASES VICTIM The victim called out. 
Saturday before a motorist "He told me ha was didn't shout, he didn't 
kllkd the animal with a rills. 
Wolf Seidier, ~ , 'o f  Ed- 
mmltoo, and his wife Uila 
were the first unes on the 
same and wore credited for 
eyolin~ down the read and 
snddenly came, upon this 
bear on the shoulder," said 
Constable Bates. "He wasn't 
too fami l iar 'w i th  wild 
unimals but had 
scream. He sounded weak 
and lust asked me ~o help 
him. Otherwls,~, there was 
oilonce." 
S~OO~S BEAR 
Seidiar said he jumped 
!'i 
demolition to make way for 
the new provincial buildings, 
the house was donated to the 
Children's Center 
Association for redo.pal to 
the land requested by the 
group, The estimated costs 
for removaL to a foundation 
run at over $12,000. The 
house is currently being used 
by the Terrace Childminding 
Centre. 
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Frances's no. 1 crook 
visits Police Station 
BERNAY, France (AP) -- 
Police began a massive 
manhunt Sunday for 
France's prime fugitive, 
Jacques. Mosrine, who is 
believed to have held up a 
casino Friday night after 
boldly visiting the local 
police station. 
Mesrine made a spoc- 
tacalar escape from the 
Santa prison in central Paris 
on May 8 with another long- 
term criminal, Francois 
Beue. A third prison~ was 
shot dead by police.. 
Mesrine also is wanted in 
Canada on charges of 
escaping from Quebec's 
maximum security Lapel 
Institute. 
'Armed l~oliee and gen- 
darmes reinforced by 
France's top police sherl~ 
shooters urrounded" woods 
FLAUNT~ ms INFAMY 
Told that he inspector was 
out, Meerins said he would 
call buck, then loft. The two 
men west to a nearby 
Casino, where Mesrine used 
the card to meet he director, 
then forced him to hand over 
70,000'francs ($14,000 U.S.), 
sayin~ as he loft: "I'm 
Mesrine. I guess, you've 
heard of me," An employee 
sounded an alarm which 
rang in the police station. 
There was a ~mhattie be- 
twesn police and the convicts 
as they fled the custoc, 
during which s 26-year-aid 
woman was shot in the chest 
and a British tourist was shot 
twice in the leg. 
Police said witnesses 
ideatified Mesrine from 
~otographs, and added the 
second man may have been 
Basoe. 
Terrorists 
captured 
~dinc l~t  ~ i~ of un- 
identified porsons wanted by 
.the Belgrade government, 
Binder said. • 
He denied, however, thai 
Yugoslavia was linking 
extradition of the four West 
Germans to its request. A 
1974 extradition agreement 
between the two countries 
rules out such an exchange, 
Binder said. , 
He identified the t~rerist 
suspects • as ,  Brigitte 
Mohnhaupt, 28, Roll 
Clemens Wa~ner; 33, Peter 
Bouch, 26, and Si~linde 
Gutrun HOffmann, 33, ! .. 
Detat~ of the c~ture were 
not ~te ly '  available. 
I • lP l•  save the.man's life. seen they approached the another bekr earlier on his from the roadside across a 
bear another motorist came trip and it had run from the mmdl~ shallow ditch and BONN (AP) - -  Four of 
up and shot the animal, road into *the bushes: started shouting and West Germany's most 
The victim, Glorglo "When he stoppod htabike, swearing to p t  the animal's wanted terrorist snspectl 
'~: Mazsn, 37, ofLcooo, ltaly, is thebearstartedtowardahim attention. 
in serious condition in Fort so he threw some luggage .~"And.he dropped the guy have been captured in • near the western town of Yugoslavia, the Bonn 
Nelson hospital, "but it down oar the road to distract .and. started taking a few Bernay after two men were government said today. 
appears he will recover," him.ltmulledover-thlaabit steps towardsme." , seeawalklngalongarailway Justice ministry 
Constable Lon Bates,.of Fort and he in the meantime A man and a woman in a llne. A helicopter search was spokesman Sepp Binder told 
Nelson, B.C., said Sunday threw his bike dowm and pickup truck approached isunched,'aed police posted a nows conference they were 
~! night. "The bear chased him and down. The driver took a according to district department of ldghways officials, to prevent he wanted men terrorists ought in a series ~ 
'~ • "He's pretty well chewed started running, and, Soldier flagged them Hill, Is caused by repairs to a "frost boil" under the road, men in ell honses in the area. among.20 alleged herd-core 
~:,.!. up," Constable Bates said of grabbed him by the beck of 30.06.ealibro rifle from ~he ..District eehnlelon Herman Delyea elpisined/hat thh taking hostages, of slayinss last year, in- 
~ Masse. "He recoived 150 ' the neck'be~ore dragging .h~u.nk, loa.ded itand took alm is.only one project o help make highway 25 a better Officials .said Mesrine, duding the kidnspkil l~ of 
~ stitches to his head and ~ 30 metres .into .the at,,utl~, " a nunal. _.  ~ roadway. He also mentioned that/he Onion Lake Hm and carrying a jnsties ministry industrialist IInnssMartin 
) another 150 to the be~ area bushes, a~ t.hro.ugn a two- '~wematowmt axewsec- KWmat River. Bridge Hm are prepared and awaiting identity card stolen' during Sehlayer. .. 
~ -andarms.ButnobeaesWe~e strandbaraea .wlre..xenesto .o.a.us nsxoL'e ne com. o ge~,a, thirdlanepsving, : ' his escape, walked ~ into He said the government 
~!~ " broken, boot," the .COns mme _~d. .clear unot ~ea.use me near~a ..It might be a good Idea to beware of the single lane Deauville police station has asked Yugoslavia to 
4,  , I  
:~: We have no idea whm . . ~  are~s.~ mea~0et  ,n~wan; .oow~:~ea la  Irafflc at/l~esite.~_~ :: . * , , Friday, saldhewasapolies extradite the four. But 
lk'l lbe able to leave huspital dl i lanee-~.tl~ Can Wen ~m,~.  nu~no ureppeu-s~... . , ,u  ' , ' " ~ " ' ' con~ioMr~ndask~for :  Yugoolavia.has asked Bonn 
, th6~h...~itql.~be ' '~' '~W~e ~+" ~~'~'~r ' f~  ~ ....... ,~.=.w~..-em..sh~,tothe•loftsid~.;_-~-.~.,~,..~.;,.,~:-.,,,.~ * .. .. ...... . ~ . . .. ~ i.--•. . ........ ,.................. the -d i f fUSer  m to arr~st"~d* deP0rt an 
because they have to watch "Believe me, it was a ~ me neon. . . • . • " 
Motorcyclist m exchanged in out for infection com- nlghtmare,"-Soldier said in Mrs. Seidier rhea drove !i lntenttowSns~yntght, where iafllea and. anam-  11 s h o t s  pllcatious. Bearearm'tto0 ~Whentheyf lratarr ived,  ihaireartoanearbyl0dge. Mills Hospital olasn." 
l~ma had flown from the scene Seldler thought: ' laflanee were called, 
: Italy to  Whltehorae a few 'llere's a nWty guy playing Conatable Bates said the .- ' battle 
~!: weeks ago and wes planning with a cub.' But then l hear weighed about 200 Vancouver " ~ " "  
~ii to cycle from there to realized the bear was pounds and appeared tobe a 
Dawson Creek, B.C. The dra .~ng him and he wan mature four to flve-year-olc~ A motorcycle accident totally destroyed a trailer 
~i~ year before,.he had cycled Justl ikearng doll. Thegny in excellent health; The Sunday sent a Terrane youth • helsngingtoRoyChapplow. WESTVAp~COUVER(cP) havebeen hard to miss"-- ' The robber is idestifled ea 
~i! from Anchorage, Akska, to was haft sittin~ up and the animal will be tested for to hospital as a result of Causo of the flro has notyet . --Apolicedetectiveshotina 10at isn't sure. awhitemale, hetwesn 40 and 
~i Whitchorso. bear was behind him. It had rabies, suspected beck injuries, hem det~mined, gunfight with a hank robber CUSTOMER RAN 50, about live.feet.five inches 
According to Terrace Two persons were picked said Sunday the shootout In the panic, a bank tall with a receding hairline, 
!i~ RCMP, tha youth driving the up by police after stealing began after a customer cnstomerranfremthebenk wearing a brown overcoat, Top Mounties to . ~ . , ~ , ~ , ~  buboapooffatrt~ckatthe threw an ashtray at the into thepathofaear ,  but whiterubberourgicalglovea 
i i  ' beam headlights of anon-  McEwan/,fotorslotSunday. robber, was'not seriously injured, undplastichailoweea.mnsk. 
coming car and sub- DOt. Laurence Mortimer, Details from police Following the shooting, 
~ ta t  ° '•e  l ly l°n DepO--t Three, Terrace persons ~6, was hit three times in the regarding the robber'! two women ran from the ~; cequentlYdttch, drove into the were charged with impaired Saturday gun hattie-once getaway are sketchy, hank into a nearby drug 
~ r • A fire at Lakolse Lake drivin 8. on each hand and once A police spokesman said store, took a roll of bandages 
% .' through the neck. same witnesses reported the andgave them to police, who 
Federal-prownc al ii~ , By GERARD McNEIL de~ed that Mounties were invest~ateduntll1976,when • • . The gunman, possibly handit aiumbled to the door hadjnsturrivndatthesesno. OTTAWA (CP) --  tamporin~withthemailouly an RCMP constable on trial 1 wounded, escaped from the ofthebenkheforeddvingoff Mor~mer was lying.en the 
Politicians ' and  seftiur of- to have Francis Fox, on another matter in Mon- Bank of Montreal.branch in in a stolen car, while others bank floor, bleeding hea. vily. 
flctals, inoluding two former solicitor-general, admi t ,  tree] blerted that he had prosecution battle the south mall of the Park say the gunman appeared Royal shopping centre. " " uninjured and escaped The unidentified customer" 
RCMP. commissioners, will few moments inter that they "done worse things" as a who threw the ashtray said 
be called .before a royal ,were. Mountie and mentioned In satisfactory condition in easily. 
eo~misoton into RCMP Blai~ now is solicitor., participation i  the raid. Lions Gate Hospital, Mar- .He made off wi~ an un-  Sunday that he hid behind 
wrongdoing for sovm weeks genera] but the focus will he That led to a guilty plea by  By JIM POLING by RCMP near Red Deer, timer said he and the robber determined amount of the counter whea the gun- 
of quostiom beginning Sept. on his predcoes~ors-Jean- RCMP Chief Supt. Donald OTTAWA (CP) - -  The Alta,, and charged with stood five feel apart and foreign traveller's cheques,, man 0n.ned on him, 
it was announced Moo- Pierre Goyer, Warren Cobb, then head of the federal government begins possession of marijuana for exchanged 11 shots, police said. One of the bullets'pmmed 
~y.  Allmand and Fox-- and on RCMP Security Service in an all-out attempt today to the purposo of traff lc l~. Mortimer saidhe had been North Vancouver RCMP through his unzippered 
The issues will be what they lmew and what Muntreal, for authorizing a convince the Supreme Court ~ Hausor's lawyer, Milt showing the bank's assistant later found the getaway car, Jacket which police later 
ministerial and official they were tald by the RCM]P raidwitbout a warrant, and of Canada that Ottawa has Harradence of Calgary, munagerapictoroofafraud which belongs to an confiscated. 
reoponsibility for . acts offices' who reported to it led to creation of the royal the authority to prosecute immediately challenged the suspoetwhenhesawtherob- unidontfi'ied mall worker and "I was goddam lucky it 
~'~i ranging frmm arson to  them. ~ commission last 'July as" erimesunderspoolalfederal vai dity of the Crimlnal Code her ,  who was carrying a had been stolen from the (the haliet) didn't go into my 
havl~ post office employees DidCoyer cover up RCMP other such acts surfaced, statutea~ without provincial section. His contentions wife .- longbarrelled .22-callbr, south parking lot. liver,'.' he said. 
~i~ rink their lobe by handing portictl0ation i a 1972 police 'rats weel~ government permission. ' accepted ina ~-to-2 ruling by p~tol. 
,. f l re~ mail to Mounties raid "without. warrant on lawyers before the eom- Ottawa is appealing anal- the Alberta Appeal Court. "I was going to wait until R u l  fo  Lawyer's 
:~! for examination, offices of loft-wing a~mcies mission were trying to keep berin Appeal Court ruling All provinces except' he got out and tackle him es  r 
.... The central questions will in .Montreal? He says" he privatethe1976 thata~federalCrimina!Code Manitohahaveint~venedin outside," said Mortimer 
be whether the ministers wasn't old the RCMP took correspondence between section, authorizing the the ease and will throw their explaining that he did not ads  still 
were informed of these acts part. But former com- Bud Cullen, then revenue federal attorney-general to legal weight behind want to endanger the 30 
and did noth~ to halt them, misaieaer W.L. H l~t t  and minkter, andAllmand'abuut undertake prosecutions, is I-Iarradeace during the two customers in the bank. 
ur whether their senior of- retired Security Service di. the legality of a 1972 uncomtitutional, or. three days the appeal is GUNMAN HIT 
flctakco.veredup. 'reetor-geaeral,JohaStarnes agrnementwiththerevenno Wbotltbeilsdowntoisan- expectodtolast. Noreasons Then a 6~-year.old rANCOUVER(CP)--An have to comply with a subpoena which ordered the An e~tmple came in the say they would.he surprised department that gave the other mammoth struggle have -been given for customer standing at the inquiry by the Restrictive 
Commons last November if they hadn't old him. Motmtiee access to .l~ecsunal over division of federal and Manitoba's decisios not to counter threw the ashtray, Trade Practices Com- society to surrender internal 
when Jean-Jacques Blais, HAD DONE WORSE income tax files for in- .provincial powers. At stake Job/in the appeal, said Mortimer, hitting the mission into the British documents oday at the Van- 
then postmaster-general. The illegal break/ -in wasn't vestigations, is the long.standh~ federal The court completed gunman on the temple. Columbia Law Society couver office of the federal 
praotlce of prosecuting such hearing a similar con- "He swung around with regnlaUon of advertising by ministry of comumer and 
• crimes he trafficking in stitutional struggle Friday the gun," Mortimer said. "I lawyers has been adjourned corporate affairs. 
illicit drugs, when it ros~ved its decision thought he was going to blow indefinitely. The subpoma demanded 
Under the British North in Quebec's Keable Corn- the guy away." The inquiry was called to all letters, memoranda, 
America Act, the country's mioslun appeal. '/he corn- Mortimer, who was in determine if the society was notices and citations Issued 
constttutlon, Parlinmeathas mission, investigating plain clothes, said he guilty of restraint of trade bytheooeletytolav~yersVic 
the exclusive right to make alleged RCMP illegal ac- ldentifledhimselfesapollce under the Combines In- Stephens of Victoria, the 
criminal laws while the tivlties in Quebec, was sliu[ officer, hoping the robber vestigatien Act through its provincial  Progress iw 
provinces have jurisdiction down Feb, 21 whea )he would give .himself up rextrictions against ad- Conservative leader, and 
over administration of Quebec Court of Appeal without a fight. Instead, he vertisisg by lawyers. Don Jaheur of North Van- 
lustlce. However, Ottawa always ruled that Keable infrin~ed turned his gun on Mm~lmer, upon federal autherity by the detective said. Douglas Roe, lawyer for couver. 
hesprasecutederlmosundor trying to subpoena The first shot hit the 19- thesodietyandltssesrotary, Both lawyere were citod by 
. . . . . .  ,,~ ........ federal statutes such as the documeats from a federal year veteran of the Victor' McCallum, said the society for conduct unhe- 
.. *~. Narcotics Control Act, and cabinet minister, municipal force on his right Sunday he was advised coming a member of the 
"" , . . . . . . . .  the provinces have handled ;'~ " ' several crimea under the In that case the provinces hand and "that's the handhad I wasThUrsdaYadJourned,that th withinquirYthe society. bold my gun in, so I to . 
Criminal'Code. arsued Ottawa was trylnS to switch the guntomyother provision that the com- Stepheas was cited for 
The provinces are saying undermine prov inc ia l  hand." miosloo can resume it with 
:' " "~ "~' the BNA Act gives their power~t to keep a watch on "He was Just standing two weeks notice, public interviews he gave • soon after he opened a store- 
,i~,~1%~:~;~  attorneysgeneral the ex- police. Ottawa argued that 'After making sure there ~ ~  ,  . elusive right to prosecute in Keable exceeded provincial ther  blowing the shells off." The inquiry was adjourned front taw practice In 17/7,.. 
~~,~:?  all crimes, This overruled jurisdictlo'n by trying to were no customers behind as a courtesy while the 
the Criminal Code section investigate he BCMP secar- , giving prosecution power ~ lty servico, which it ea!d is the robber, Mortimer began society seeks a B.C. Jabonr heo been granted Supreme Court declaration an B.C. Suprem * Court in- 
~ ~  the federal attorneygeneral." strictly a federal affair. . firing back-- just "a reflex that the Combines In- Junction stopping inw society 
action," he said. vestigatlon Act does. not benchers from ruling on a 
"~~:':~ '"*"~ CAME TO HEAD ' Chief Justice Bora Laskin, The robber fired six shots, apply to its members, Rae recommendation that he be 
~ ~  The ar~umeats have been oonflned to the cardiad unit Mortimer five, pol!ce said said, suspended for viokting the 
• . : flsat/ng in and out of courts of a Toronto hespitel with an later, :, . . . .  • ~ ~ • advertising rules. Jabour's 
'The runner Is out on first' during Sunday's Reds vs Honston Bulkloy Vailey play In for some time, but came to a undisclosed ailment, missed Mortimer said he thinks he Douglas McK. Brown, dispute is scheduled for B,C. 
Terrace, Houston dumped the Reds In a doubleheader, Mere on page e, "Reds Dam. head two years ago when the Keable appeal end is not hit the robber in ~e chest-- another lawyer for the Supreme Court in No. 
veal". . ~ " . PatrickHauser was arrested expected ~c k fur Bauser, "from that range it would society, said it now does not vember. 
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May 31 Is Non-Smokers' Day, and Vancouver's 22year old 
Andrea Eng, who will represent Canada in the Miss 
Universe Pageant in Mexico this summer is a happy non- 
smoker. Andrea Is dispinylng asmiting "I Don't Smoke" 
automobile window decal which is" available free of 
charge from the British Columbia Lung Assochat/on, 900 
West Broadway Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. VSZ 1K?. 
t 
Involve grass 
roots, 
DHR told 
VANCOUV]~(CP)--Tbe , lnuanco of p~'miis for the 
the community in providing 
its services instead of 
eliminating Mass roots 
influence in policy planning, 
a United Church confermce 
decided on the weekend. 
Deleptea to "the 53rd 
annual British Columbia 
Conference ~ the' United 
Church of Canada imued a 
motion expresslui their 
" imve m ~  over the 
consistent rend, evidenced 
by l~ (the m~butry'l) po]l~ 
decisions over the years to 
eliminate any hearing that 
either the neighborhood 
community ~ the needy 
thanselves misht have "on 
the helping services the 
ministry provides." 
The conference also 
passed a motion ealli~ an 
the federal and provincial 
governments to dolay 
studlas have been done on 
the effects of uranium 
mining and nuclear.power on 
haman life. 
• Ou~oing president' Roy. 
B~lre~yMOrrison of South 
Unit~ Church said 
doleptm are ccocerned that 
the Human Resources 
Ministry is centralizin~ the 
control ~ its services and 
roducihg community in- 
fluence in policy decisions, 
as well u cutting back on 
f~eding-of services to the 
detriment of those who need 
bell). 
Seniors. 
came for 
prizes 
VANCOUVER (QP). -- q 
Liberal leader Gordon 
Gibson and Human 
Resources Minis[er Bill 
Vander ~ were ldased 
and booed Sunday by senior 
citizens at a meeting 
sponsored by PonsimersFor 
Action. 
Adding to the chagrin of 
the 250 eld~ly listeners was 
the ebsence of Cqgpmitlon, 
Leader Dave Barrett, An 
hour before the start of the 
meeting he announced he 
couldn't make it and was 
replaced by Rosemary 
Brown, NDP human 
resources critic. 
"I came.expecting to hear 
Dave Barrett--mint people 
did and they're annoyed that 
he's not here," said one 
woInsIL 
Equally ~,ying for. the au. 
dience's attention was a trip 
i)' 
': HI! 
i'm Pat 
your Iooal distributor 
for litimat. 
Get the paper de#vered for only 
$3~00.a month (1/~ drice for f  a V~ ~ ~. 
I" pensioners) to yourdoor  early 
for two to Reno and lottery r . . 
every mormng . . . . . .  " 1 ticket~,~whkh., w~e, zaffled 4 "; ~. cff at themd of~the mceting.: ~ • . . . .  , , 
"To t~ll yon the IZOth, half " i 
these people wo,,Id never /Read the local news with your come ff we didn't mtice 
thorn with dn°r Prizes"' said" 4 morning coffee! .* one .organizer. - 
The meeting was billed as 
the first'in what is expected d q 
° " " ' " - "  " " Foryour  classified ads con on topics of Interest to the elderly and Canadinas in general. The concept arose' • Y 
meetin~ont of ahere highly succossfUllast fall whm ~I  events ,  notices or local news 
?00 people turned up to plot a 
. o~.  '"'°="" I, call me... " " , , campaign for B.C.'s 230,000 staler dtizens. Sunday's topics dealt with f 
Pat Zelinski a t :  
purchasing power. The 4 ~ ' 
national question drew little 
interest. I A section o~ a speech by J, 
V. Clyne, University of 
British Columbia chancellor, 
which was read to the 
632 2747 
audience when Clyne could ' * 
not attend in person, drew ~ 4 
more boos than applause 
when Clyne sugKsated that 4 
all schools should teach 
FrenchandEn~lishatthelf. • ~ m"  3 5 p m i 
,pr~,..wlevel. HOURS '1 9 ~  o. ,., ~ . .  -- , , . . . ,  -- , . . . ,  
seniors participating In 4 ) ' ( 
group pool games, cards and 
, .noon  tea , ,  think it 1 MONDAY FRIDAY would be far hetter for their ) ns i 
health than an~J~ng we 
could provide through 
Pharmacare," said Vander 
* *****  ***  * ********  
4( Looal O!ubs or Orgamzat,ons or 4(  
simply Looal News 
or Call us we Will be happy to print your story. 
II ~(  NAME OF FUNCTIOI! 
1flllVUl PLACE nA~ 
I I ~ II  
P41CTUIIHI BIQUIR ID JW 
"~ Terraee/lHimat Dally Herald Terreok 11311dim1 ,r ~ 
~~,, 3213 ; ; r . ;  ,alma. IHi3.,,4, 
, 
; k~..,~,~_. ,ASmALT 
,, ~ ~  ,DR iVEWAVS 
', ~~~i~ •,PUKING 
~, ,~~ LOTS 
~i ~ ,FREE 
t) ~ ESTIMATES 
.t 
) NORTHWEST " 
) BLACKTOP 
) GU$ 8ARALOI . 
i 
) • :632-2931 
(nn mE 61tlE VOU 
RLL THE [omFoms 
OF HOME... 
.~w ,o. o . . .o . . ,w, . , . .nd ,t ~v. t,o.e 
comfor ts  o f 'home.  Take  your  vacat ion  this  year  ~/ /~.  
in one  of  our  fabu lous  recreat iona l  vehic les .  _ I~ ~ [ 
I ts  the  on ly  way  to ge l  ~ ~  
t 
!976 FORD F260 
19 5 TO 0 • $3495 
1977 TOYOTA OELIOA $§89§ 
!~1. P, LTYr.M, oOTH ¥0LAIRE $0495 
1973 GMO VAN $2696 
Vi Auto. Trans. Carpeted Inside , i 
1976 FORD F2H 
VS. auto. Camper Special $4896 
I J  E l  i l l  
LEASEPLAN 
Investlgatetheadvanteges of this Rent~to-own plan. First and Last Months rent Lets 
you drive away. (On appro,~ed cred!t). 
' EXAMPLES 
BASED ON 36 MONTH LEASE 
' :  m i m i m  m 
78 FAIRMONTSEDAN 7 78 ECONOLINE V~N 
• Si2S per month I $iS6 permonth " I 
' Totalling $4572 • I 
LEASE END PRICE i • tin0 
or simply return 
71 GRANADA SEDAN 
$1d5 per month 
Totalling $5616 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2160 
or simply return 
7O FI ESTA 
$123 per month 
Totalling $4392 
LEASE END PRICE 
$11H 
or simply return 
Totalling $5220 
LEASE END PRICE 
$ZlM, 
or simply return 
70 PINTO 70 ZE PHYR WAGON 
$110 per month ' $145 per month 
Totalling 939d0 i Totalling $5220 
LEASE END PRICE '1 " LEASE END PRICE 
sl0w I $mo 
or simply return I or simply return 
• 70 FIQO PICKUP 
$145 per month 
Totalling 9;5220. 
LEASE END PRICE 
I21M 
or simply return 
78 FISO4x4 
• $176per month 
Totalling 96336 
LEASE END PRICE 
smoo. 
or simply return 
m m ~  
78 F2SO PICKUP 
'$1Shper month" 
Totalllng $9616 
LEASE END PRICE 
-~! $|160 
or dimply return . 
Terraoe Totem Ford .' 
Sales Ltd. 
'm l  K,nh ~ 
,031i-41184 |00127i 
D 
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$1 million Indy letsAl Unser BCR revenues topped 
: take top spot " records last year 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The corporation said the $21 million the previous 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - -  were each one lap down in distant hird. Johneock, the with Sneva close behind in cause Krisiloff Was Carloadlngs and revenues record performance was the year. 
AI Unscr, largely ignored as the third and fourth last car on the lead lap, was third, penalized onelap for passing for British Columbia result of improved market The rsilway's not loss for 
a contender in pre-race pesitious, respeetlvely, a f ter  in fourth.- a car during a caution Railway reached record conditions for forest 1977,after interact and other 
speculation bec'ause of baying been penalized the Foyt, whose Coyote never Having the No. 2 driver, period. That put Ongais back levels in 1977, while the products, improved track charges, was $58.3 million, 
development problmns with equivalent of one full circuit seemed to respond at the KrLslloff in this instance, set in front,.and Kri~iloff out of operating loss also showed conditions and the absence of compared with $53.4 million 
hlsnewLola, sprinted out of around the Indianapolis start, struggled to kesl~ up a torrid early pace is a the top 10.- an improvement over the work stoppages on the in 1976. 
the pack near the 340- Motor Speedway track for but finally fell one lap in favorite tactic of chief Krislioff had played three, previous year, the Crown railway. 
kflometre mark and ran off p/t road and caution flag arrears during the second mechanic George Bignotti. yellow flags earlier t~ his corporation said Monday in Operatlngrevenuesrosehl Capital expenditures 
toaoon~ortablevioturyover iointiens, I00 miles, advantage--besides ~t~he its annual report, per cent o $10O milllon, from totalled $39 million, down 
pole position starter Tom The maneuver isdesigned to violation--to pick up  t~ Loadin~s totalled 152,597, $66.9 million in 1976. from $'/5 million the previous 
Snova inSunday's $1.mtllian ' FOYT HAS PROBLEMS break the other contenders lead. Indianapolis 500. FourJtime winner A.J. At the end of the first 100 and  clear the way for So officially, Ongai~ / a~c[.' 28 per cent higher than 1976 Operating revenues were year. The capital budget for loadings of 119,480. Net $109 million, up from $88 1978 is $37 million, including 
It was the third Indy 500 Foyt was hampered by a miles, Kriailoff, Johncock's Bignotti'sNo. I driver, John- Sneva wcrethe only leaders tonnage hauled totalled million. $18 million earmarked for 
triumph in the career of the variety of problem all day, team-mate, had roared into cock. in the race until the 7Gth lap 8,283,169, upfrom 6,600,934 in The operating loss for 1977 upgrading the controversial 
former U.S. champion from which prevented him from a 14-second lead over Ongats It backfired, ' : however, be- when AIUnscr pulled ahead. 1976. was $8.45 million, down from Fort Nelson extension. 
Albuquerque, N.M. Unser snecomfelly defending his ~ . .  
will celebrate his 39th bJr- title as he finished an 
tmofflcel seventh. thday today, when he ac- 
cepts a cheque for about Janet Guthrie ran eou- 
$~S0,000 from spoe.dway sistently all' afternoon and 
was credited with a top 10 president Joe Ciouiicr at the 
victory dinner, finish unofficially, pmdiug 
Unser lost his most per- the official posting this 
aistent challenger when morning. That posting will T./ officially establish the final early • pacesetter Danny O~gais roiled into Gasoline order of finish. Alley with a smoking motor Unser qualified fifth, at in his Parnelli, with slightly 196.474 m.p.h., but as soon as  the race stalled, he was on less than 170 kilometree l ft 
inthe62ndanauaiU.S. Me- .way . , . , , . . _  w. th i s  on  ¢o,or,. morinl Day weekend race. ahead of Sneva. a rmme~-up 
Spike Gehll~usan hit the for the second year in a row.. !/2 the 
wall just whea the,first wave ' Sneva was a half mile hack, 
regular pit stops began, clesing up slightly near the 
Some of the contenders, like end as Uuser backed off to 
Joh . .y  Rutherford and- -vefus | .Une~' . thewinner  forslze." filling =eva, made their steps here in ,.'tO and 1971, a n d  less . 
before the yellow. Kri~dloff, averaged 161.363 m.p.h., just " 
Ougels, and Jchnoook waited under the race record. 
and were able to make Sneva had trouble syn- ' 
mice  stops during t.he chroniziug his pit stops with 
slowdown, the race's six eautiou flags,' 
Marie Andretti's charge something which Unscr did 
from 33rd spot stopped as better. ' 
soonashereschedtoetopl0, Canadian Cliff Hueui of, 
Just 83 kilometres into the Prince George, B.C., was" 
race, having used the knocked out of the race A g r e a t  light beerforall k i n d s  o f  reasons. caution flags to his ad- shortly after it began.  vantage. • "We had a lot of trouble 
A wire wentdead, shutting with theengine," Huculsaid. ' 
his motor off. It was "It blew water and oil all 
changed, but he was out of over, though we don't really 
contention by then and know what  exactly hap- 
continued to drop hack with pened. ,. 
engine problems. "It may have been a ,  .' 
Two caution periods w~re crack, we're not too sure 
for tow-ins and Sheldon right now ... we're going to 
Kinser's car, which stalled tear it apart and find out." 
twice ,on the backstretch in Unser broke up. a close 
the first 11 laps. ' duel between Onpis and 
Other than that, however, Sneva when he moved in 
all of the 33 cars were off " trent'on the ?6th of ~00 cir- 
withoutineidant at he start." cults. Except during pit 
Traffic problems officials stops, Unser led most of the 
feared might materialize rest of the distance. 
with so many fast cars He said his car performed 
starting in the back of the well enough most of the day, 
~Ick never occurred; .~ 10ut developed some handling 
~eam,ma(es  ' :~ .~ 'L~I~ difficulties late in the event. 
J~hncockand st~e;Krielloff TOOK NARROW LEAD 
Unser took a narrow lead Denies OVer O~gain just prior to the 
200-mfla point. Sneva lost 
even more time, and was a 
 gh crime 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  At- 
to rneyGenera l  Oarde"  
Gardom said Monday a 
weekend report that British 
Columbia has the highest 
crime rate in Canada--and 
Vancouver is the country's 
crime capital--is based on 
outdated figures. 
Gardom said in an in- 
.terview that the report on 
crime trends in Canada 
prepared by Dr. Evzat A. TRE G~FJAT ~YO~A CELICA Fattah of Simon Fraser University's criminology 
faeulty is besed on1975 data. J.M~ BAKEWELL 
While not denying ~at . . . . . . . . .  
B.C. and Vancouver have ANNOUHI]EMEIff A H A a l N ~ A H  
high crime rates, Gardom ~ L ~ a W I ~ L  d ~ - ~ l ' ~ ~  
re i te ra ted  prev ious  Please be advised AUTOMATIC OR instrument panel and shfft knob 
statements to the effect that that  Mr,  J .M,  '. 'full fabric upholstery, AM/FM 
the province's crime rate Bakewel l ,  R.P.F. ,  5-SPEED--COUPE OR radio and floor mounted auto- 
has stahilized during the lnst P .Eng.  has been I~:VrBACK matictransm~slonasstandard, 
two or three years. CHOOSE TIIE' / ~ And, because this is very deft- 
• the attemepgeaeral s id appointed as  the Vice For 1978, Toyota brings you a COUPE: Sportier ~ ~ - -¢, .  ~ ~ Direly a Celica, CHOOSE A GT MODEL and you 
• the reemon the crime rate. P r e s i d e n t a n d stunning new sporty car and a ' an in" more ~ ~ "° , ~ so are steel get a 
h d lg .  me coupemco[- ~/ i  ~ ~ ~  ~/'~ bdel~Iedl~dirasisna stereo radio, leather wrapped b ushed aluminum mstru- 
increase has tapered off is General Manager el choice that ensures you get . ment panel. AM/FM multiplex 
became of the increase in the  MacGi l l i s  an,  exactly the cer you want, o_de_s_!l_y_p.ficed, 
the province's police force. Gibbs  Company 
He sold 60 per cent of.the . . CHOICE: 4 models for your con- porates Toyota's ~"~'  ' ~ ~  strut suspensi°n, ~ / / " ~ ~ ~  / ../. ..---=~. .._ 
crimes committed in B.C. (B;C.) Ltd. He it sideration. ST or GT Coupe, ST new aerodynamic ~ /  / /~:~l  flow through • • / % - .  • 
are drug.related and his responsible for ou, orGTLfftback. designwithawedge- ~ ....... .L_J... ~ll~J]~[] ventilation;styled 
t~eaemgneo c c~zt ministry has been asking the operations in Wester~ shaped front end k .~o~,g,~ ~, ,  I~--.~ • steel wheels and a 
federalgovernment fur more Canada effective: CHOICE: Floor-m0~nted reduce wind resistance. .day/night mxrror. =~- .  -------~----~ /#~/~./ t 
funds to combat the Tuesday, May 30. 3-speedautomatic or 5-speed "A wider cabin is enveloped in Sound good? You should see it! ' - ' 
curved side glass. Surpr~ing CHOOSE THE LIFTBACK and - ~ ~ ~  ] 
problem, overdrive tfansm/sion... 
'iiiTll'm11~m'll'll a ~, g - -~ ,w T,o~.u,.,,OS,~,,~,,,,~. .CHOIC'E: A rainbo~ of new " room, surprising comfort. (Sur- you get the breathtaking Celica. on drly blko 111the 400 cla~ 
WwV r.  tS 4.sUoko 2.cyllndot DOHC ira: power ptanl h . . . . . . . . . .  Iocli7 colo~r combinations to enhance prising car!) Trunk space is The features bf the coupe and op,,o.,,,,.,oo, o, aT TOUGH "'"~'~'~"*°'"'~""0" ~,..~..,o.~...,..." . .. ... , " .o Celica's new aerodynamic increased by 40%. The overhead space age aerodynamic styling, steering wheel and shift knob. 
o,, ......... ,, ......... ,.do. design, cam 2.2 '.itre engine has cross with all that space in the back. knitted vinyl seats and a fully 
..... """~ . . . . . . .  "g" flow heads, a fi-barrel carb, and plus a nifty fold-down rear seat so adjustable driver's eat with a L,m, Fs'IPWM 'B'M'J'M' 
i ~ ~ i ~  ~Ji i~imLi~i '~t~ ........... ~ . . . . .  CHOICE' (We couldn't resist his) ' riz d i " ,,o.,.,~,.,, .m..,.,,~,.., . . .  ~ '  . . . .  translate e gmtzon, vou can lu along longer things back-saving lumbar support ,,,,,,., n, .,o* o,0,= ,." "  motor 'lrena ~agazine has • " - g ~ - - I Bmqundy vt Midnight Bluo 
And wob, l:klluponohut~dlod . . . . . . . . . . . .  " Front seats rechne all the way. along with 3 people feature. . 
]~" ~ ~ 'V  . ,~A~,r , ,~- -  ~l[[Mv,~ .......... . . . w,,,.,~,^ .,,.,,,, . . . .  . .. ~,,, Chosen ~Jenca as m e .  . rum zmpon Power front disc . . . .  brakes, wall to ' .. The 5-speed overdrwe , 
- -  ~xv~l~U.  s,,~:,:~, ..... ...,,~ Car of the rear, wall carpets, a full console, flip CHOOSE AN. ST MODELan9 you ~ransmission is standard on GT 
• ~flAm~ghhoawn~who'%~eOm%d~2~llg out rear quarter windows and gel a very elegam stmuja[e@ , models. You can also choose 
. ""~"'0" . . . . . . . . . .  power steering or a sunroof as 
' l, options. 
CHOOSE A TOYOTA DEALER: 
. .  ~__..~_..,-_-- Choose the one nearest you and 
, ~ see him today for today's most 
exciting choice, Toyota Cehca 
" TOYOTA 1CELICA ~ D ~  ny wa~'~Sw~6TA " 
/ To I onI I , i TERRAcE:see ese tadeNemt° Y!MOTORS LTD. " 
/ m.nu  _ 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 01249A 4916 Highway 16, West Motor Dealer NUmber DOO449A ' Phone 635,  H 
. ' 
P/ 
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Editorial 
An ()riental story tells of a compasionate 
elephant sitting down to talk to a limping ant to 
see if ~t could help, and in so doing sat on the 
anthill and wiped out the whole colony. 
Th~ story could serve as an illustration of what 
occurs when a government, however well in- 
tentioned, tries to assist in matters beyond its 
scope; particularly on a humanitarian and 
personal scale. 
A case in point is that of a Native community in 
Northern Manitoba, some years ago when the 
annual report on vital statistics showed that 
community to have an exceedingly high infant 
death rate-particularly for babies under 2 years 
of age. 
In an attempt to alleviate the" siruation the 
federal government medical services peeded up 
its nursing station program and "rushed" in to 
erect a modern unit, with four adult and three 
infant beds and cribs. The unit cost in the neigh- 
borhood of $200 thousand plus. 
Sometime later, a missionary there, alarmed 
at the still high infant death rate noticed that 
bottle-fed babies almost always succumbed 
within a few months. An Indian myth was 
widespread that bottle babies never lived 
because itwas an offence against nature to nurse 
artificially. 
Ottawa Of fbeat  
Too Much Government 
The missionary's wife refused to believe this. 
.Investigating the stock of nursing bottle nipples 
available at the only trading post, when some she 
had bought for her own infant proved, unusable 
(as the sides stuck together and tended to 
collapse), she found the cause for the babies 
decline and langu!shing and eventually dying. 
Once a supply was ordered by the missionary, 
almost miraculously 'the bottle-fed babies 
• flourished. 
The story should have had a happy ending. 
The bachelor store manager would not believe it. 
He refused to stock the 20 cent variety instead of 
the ton cent, perishable ones. When the nurse in 
charge of the nursing station left, her successor 
refused to go along with i~suing nipples at all-for 
awhile. After. an incredible amount of letter 
.writing, surveys and research, the issue was 
finally settled, satisfactorily. Now, on that~same 
reserve, few people remember this ever-hap- 
pened. 
The story is only recounted here, at all, th show 
how a government can spend two hundred 
thousand ollars toclear u a tragic situation that 
could have been immediately alleviated by 
making asafe nursing bottle nivvle, ccstm~, o.nlv 
20 cents apiece, available to non-nursing 
mothers-of which there were about twenty a 
Enjoy an Election-free Summer 
counts. 
Still, while they wait, campaigning in low gear, 
it won't be the real thing, and so happilyyou'll be 
missing most of the aggravations. 
C, am~ign workers won't be interrupting your 
dinner liour with a call on any one of those 50 
phone lines out of party headquarters to tell you 
that your very own candidate would love to meet 
and greet you next Tuesday for tea and marzipan 
in the church basement. 
Nor will The Man Who be knocking on your 
door in the middle of your favorite 'IV sitcom to 
assure you he's the one to put things right in the 
country.  
Open the door so much as a crack wide enough 
for him to get his foot in, or give him. •time 
enought o introduce himself and he'll invite 
himself in to explain in awful detail why, as The 
Man Who, he represents ~,-~'thing that isvital 
to the preservation of the nation. 
Since The Man Who may notbe calling on you, 
he won't get the chance to talk you into plating 
one of his election signs on your lawn. 
And this means that people won't be bugging 
you all summer with calls asking if your house is 
for sale, how much are you asking for it, and can 
they drop around Sunday afternoon for an in- 
spection Of the premises. ~ .... 
Ottawa,- An election-free summer, Fmrre 
Elliott Trudeau calls it. 
And if The Great One doesn't change his mind 
you'll be freer than you think. 
For there's more to an election than the voting. 
There's any number of irritations that won't 
be aggravating you. 
But don't count on it, much less lay money on 
Pierre meaning it. 
For as he so. frankly confessed the other day, 
no Prime Minister in his right mind ever calls an 
election he isn't sure ef winning. 
And Fearless Pierre 'wasn't at all sure after 
examining the entrails of Gallup and Golclfarb. 
But if those polls, taken monthly, go up for 
Pierre and down for Joe, then look for an election 
call in  August for an October- vote. 
Meanwhile, relax and'enjoy the respite of 
Pierre's "election-free summer" while it lasts'. 
"Election-free," that is, if your friendly neigh- 
berhood party candidates take Fearless Pierre 
at his word. 
Which any number of them aren't, includ!ng 
some Liberals, and of couse most Conservatives 
and New Democrats whe are going to carry On 
campaigning just in case Goldfarb and Gallup 
give P ie r re  the go-sign on upcoming sample  vote 
Letters 
Hydro denies Secret Construction 
Dear 8it: 
Many of your readers 
probably read a recent 
repor t  In a Vancouver 
morg~ newspaper - based 
upon a statement by a B.C. 
Wildlife Federation official 
that B.C. Hydro is "hiding 
from the public" a giant 
make.work power con- 
struction strategy for British 
CoLumbia. That suggestion 
wns antrue. The facts of the 
matter bear repeating. 
• It has always been B.C. 
Hydru's Job to anticipate 
Liard and Iskut-Stikine 
Rivers? Preliminary studies 
wore done some years ago, 
and are now being updated to 
give us a current idea of 
• their problems, hould these 
energy r~sourece ver be. 
needed. These studies were 
the subject of a press an- 
noancement by B.C. Hydro 
last year. Preliminary 
transmission line route 
studies to connect these 
potential power sites to the 
load centrea re also being 
done. 
electrlaity needs for th( McGregor Diversion? 
province and to develop .Studies en that project were 
whatever energy resources 
will best meet public 
demand-teshaieally, 
economically, en- 
virunmentully and socially. 
H the provincial government 
is attempting toattract new 
economic activity to B.C. 
and fails to do so became 
there is unauffinient 
developed power available 
for now Indnstry, Hydro has 
net done its Job. There is no 
Susl~mded early fits year 
after parasitology studies 
identified five parasites 
known to cause mortality in 
the Pacific (McGregor- 
Fraser) ,drainage system 
that, ff transferred, could 
(Paranlp.Peaee) drainage 
system. The news release 
annoonclng this decision 
stated "for the moment 
there appears to be. no 
secret grand strategy in- reasonable method of 
velved. Hydro's Job is to preventing McGregor to 
provide the electricity Parsnip transfer affecting 
necessary to meet the the Arotic." Studimwiilnot 
economic goals of the 
province. 
It's no secret the power 
projects mentioned in the 
ress report are indeed being 
assessed, This work is part 
of our centfauln~ program of 
nsaesaing potential energy 
options fur development as 
and when they may be 
required. 
much less attractive than the 
diversion would have been 
end is net pres~tiy b~ng 
considered. 
Flooding Reserves? Must 
of the. maJur rivem in B.C. 
have flooding and other map 
i'osurvns on them, held by 
the provincfal government - 
not B.C. Hydro. Most of' 
these reserves were placed 
long before B.C, Hydro came 
.into exintmce, Reserves 
exist principally to indieato 
to resource users that there 
may be other potmtial uses 
for a river basin. A simple 
statement.of fact. 
EastKnetenay Coal? B.C. 
• Hydro has begun 
prel iminary feasiblllt~ 
studies for a peaaible ther- 
mal plant in the Fernie- 
b~trwood area, us~g waste 
coal from the metallurgical 
coal mining operations 
there. Again rids is no 
secret. We have had a 
number of representations 
from people in the East 
Kcotm~y urging this project 
ho slatted. Energy fromthla 
souroe may not ho roqulrod 
before the mid-19~0s, but 
could lm~cede development 
at Hat Creek if it makes 
e~onomie sense to do so. 
Stu~ns will ~teblish the 
facts of the matter. • 
Murphy Creek? We have 
received inqulrlce about he 
possibility of developh!g the 
Murphy Creek project as b 
means of . maintaining 
economic activity in the 
Knotenay Boundary Region 
now that hydro.electric 
censtrantiea appears to be 
comihg tua close in that part 
of the province. After the 
construction of several 
l~dro-eleetric proJecla in the 
region there Is a highly 
trained comtruction, work 
force resident in the area 
end kome people want this 
employment to continue. 
Thee in no present plan for 
the' development of the 
Murphy Creek pro~ect which 
in the past has been rated far 
below other potential 
alternatives. However, the 
cost-benefit values of the 
project ara being re- 
examined. This was men. 
tioood by our Seven Mile 
pro jec t  const ruct ior  
manager at a public meeting 
in Trail recently and 
received considerable at. 
tentlon from local news 
media. 
In addition to the above 
pro~ecla, B.C. Hydro is also 
s tudy ing geothermal  
potential near pemberton 
endwill aiso, within the next 
few months, begin 
pre l iminary  feasibi l i t :  
studies of a hog fuel and. 
waste wood thermal 
generating plant in the 
Queenel area. These studies 
are port of Hydro's" Job to 
program f~ the future. 
There is no secret about 
any of the above pruJecla.' 
Apart from routine 
reranking • of  potential 
I~rojeste to meet long4erm 
planning scenarios, thes| 
potential projects are not 
part of any corporate 
planning timetable. Nor is 
there an~.. hurry to proceed 
from pr~lmiunry to detailed 
studies with any of them at 
the moment. 'H anticipated 
powur needs require that any 
project proceed to the 
detailed study stage there 
will be ample publicity and 
l~Okot planning information 
sinnfl~ to that provided an 
the - Hat Creek, the 
McGregor, the Site C on the 
lowur Peace River, and the ~ 
Knetenay River Dlversten 
projects. But When it takes 
ten totwelve years to bring a 
project into production can 
anyone seriously object to 
the studies n~esnsry for 
lntel~ent ~nning? •
Even detailed study of a 
proposal by Hydro does not 
in any way mean that its 
development is a foregone 
conclusion, Hydro must seek 
formalgovornment approval 
be resumed unless the fish 
problem becomes olvable. 
We have slated that the 
McGregor could still be 
developed as a conventional 
power resource with no 
upstream diversioo into the 
Parsnip River, which would 
avoid the problem of 
parasite transfer. This 
limited project, however, is 
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year. They could have even becr~ given free, at a 
cost to the government'of only ten dollars-and 
would have saved perhaps fifteen or twenty lives 
a year... 
Few civil servants are willing to admit 
mistakes. Some time later we wen~ back to do 
some follow up on the story. The evasion, the 
subte~'fuge and the outright lying we discovered 
would make a story in itself. 
Nonetheless there are doubtless readers in 
Terrace who have had similar, experiences in
dealing with the government. A government 
Yom~ sincerely, 
C.W.~Nash '. 
General Manager for co~o~ ro  
1911-.~'~/incent Price, actor, 
art expert and cook, was 
born. 
1937--The Golden Gate 
Bridge ut San Francisco 
opened. ~ 
l~49--Robert Ripley, 
founder of Believe It or Not, 
• died. 
IN4--lndia's .first prime 
minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, 
died. 
that-can be either an angel of mercy- or a 
blundering elephant, crushing out life with its 
clumsy attempts at aid-however well in- 
tentiuned. 
We think there is a lesson to be'remembered 
from all this. Especially during pre-election 
time. 
The governmeat must not be allowed to 
become a gigantic computer, eliminating the 
humanity without which common sense is im- 
possible. 
Quebec 
Colleges 
Hurting 
By ALL&N SWIFT 
' MONTREAL (CP) - .  Que-. 
bee's junior colleges, are 
limping to the end of a tur- 
bulent year marked by 
student discontent and 
walkouts by teachers 
protestin~ layoffs,'. . 
For a while this spring stu. 
dents feared they would lose 
their school 'year because of 
strikes and sporadic 
walkouts by Quebec's S,000 
junior college teachers. 
Although the government 
said no academic timewoold 
be lost, some students have 
vented their anger with 
college administrations and 
provincial education policy 
by hacking the teachers. 
There are more than 
100.000 students in the 
province's Junior colleges, 
although about 11,000 
students infour colleges in or 
n~r  Montreal have taken 
the brunt of work stoppages 
called to protest the non. 
rmewal of contracts for 400 
tenchecs. 
While students should have 
been uramming for exams 
early in the spring, classes 
were diarupod in several 
colleges as activists oc-" 
cupied administration 
'bui ldings to support the 
toachem" cause. 
While attention has been 
focmod increasingly on the 
teachers' contract dispute 
during the spring term, 
administrators and officials Dave StU from the provincial .~,:,~e....~..~ .... .,:'~=7.'.~::..,.::~. ~ ~ . :' . . , .  ,:.. ~ . education, depurtment stilt 
.... ... ~ ,,..,i.i p rob lems ;highl lghte&. 
~¢ . . . . .  th r~ont  the school year w th" B.C. f mers ..,.bY outbreaks of student 
by ,Tony  MacGregor  TAKE TO STREET8 
Like a fainter echo of the 
VICTORIA- Although the 
confrontatloo between B.C. 
fbrmersand the ministry of 
agriculture over the farm 
income assurance program 
appears to have been dif- 
fused, one salient fact has 
emerged from all of the 
bluster and shooting. 
Farmem are deeply at- 
tached to the income 
chickens caught an in. 
curable disease, Stuplch was 
raised on a 13-acre: Van- 
couver Island stump farm 
and has a first.hand 
knowledge of the difficulties 
of wrestling a living from the 
land. 
A small, intense man with 
a full bead of greying hair, 
the 56-year-old Stupich 
assurance program which sparkles w i th  nervous 
provides thent with financial energy and pays he has no 
help when the eont of romantic illusions about 
producing food exceeds the returning to a seif4ufflcient 
price at which they can sell 
it. 'And any attempt by 
governments to meddle with 
that program will meet with 
determined rosistonce. 
The man meat responsible 
for pue l~ the program 
tiwongh is Dave Stupich, the 
N DP MLA from Nanaimo. It 
was during his Yeign as 
speaking, campus protests a decade 
"Itwas probably a terrible earlier, students took to the 
performance," hesaid, "but streets or occupied ad- 
life on the land. 
"It is more often con- 
sidered by people who have 
never had to do it," he said. angry farmers' demon- 
Stupich grew into station agaimt the NDP 
socialism and has never legislation preserving farm 
seriously considered any land against urban en. 
other philosophy. Socialism crmchment, Stupich never 
seems absolutely ratiooal to wavered in his stand. 
him. 
minister of agriculture for The son of a Croatian 
the NDP government that . immigrant (a strong 
the program was passed and Canadian Commonwealth 
it was also during his reign Federation (CCF) Supporter 
that British Columbians who worked in coal mines on 
watched the biggest and Vancouver Island when they 
angriest demonstration of were open), Stupieh 
farmors that the province , developed his love of politics 
has ever seen. in part by listening to 
The demonstration was 
against the NDP's freeze on 
the ask of. farm land to 
urban developers, The in. 
come assurance program 
was in part a reaction 
against farmers' vrotests 
against he land freeze. 
But despite all the turmoil 
in the agricultural com- 
menily when Stupich was 
minister, he was a popular 
man ~th  leaders of the B.C. 
Federation of Agriculture 
political radio programs 
with neighbors and friend8 of 
the family. His father was 
one of the first to acquire a 
radio in South Wellington, a
village of 200 persons at~that 
• t~e.  
"I guess I didn't pick a 
philosophy out of a fish bowl 
end say this is the ooe I 
went," he said, "My mind 
was made up. It seemed so 
logical." 
One big probl~n Stuplch 
for any new genorating plant 'which 'represents about has had to overceme is 
thx'~ugh a public li~noing 11,000 farmers around the" shyness and speaking before 
process, and for this e~- province, a .crowd. So nervous is 
temive information It "He really put agriculture Stuplch that he was rejected 
.needed to identify the an 'the map," said Jack by the airforce several i mce . 
potential environmental and Weasel, general manager of became his pulse rate shot 
soctalimpacts, We do not in the federatlea who wtrked up to a phenomina1142 when 
any way take the licensing as the manager of financial he went for his medical 
I m  for granted. Nor ,servince when Stuplch was exam. He wns eventuallylet 
should our critics. ' minister, in. 
I've forgotten exactly what 
happened." 
But if Stuplch lacks the 
outgoing qualities usually 
associated with politicians, 
he makes up for it with 
,determination, hard work 
and the ability to stick to his 
guns under pressure. 
"Dave dnesn't panic," said 
Barbara Wallace, the MI.,A 
from Cowichan.Malshat who 
has known Stupich since he 
wan in high school. 
She said that during the 
ministration offices to 
demand abolition of tuition 
fees, more academic free- 
dom, a greater say in run. 
courses, even lower 
cafcterin prices. 
Some of the Quebec 
students who voted over- 
whelmingly for the Parli 
Quebecola two years ago are 
beginning to  express 
disenchantment wi h the PQ 
government, saying it has 
not fulfilled a party pledge to 
abolish tuition fees, nur has 
it improved the economy 
sufficiently to assure jobs 
when they graduate, 
The government has also 
come under fire from 
students for raising tuition 
fees for foreign students. 
HeesidthatheforeStupich ; Buthis nervousness didn't 
took over as a~lculture stop him from launchinghis 
minister, the ministry's ,political career in 1949 hn- 
budget was around $14 to $16 mediately after graduating 
million, bet when he left it from the University of 
was up to m million. British Columbia with a 
degree in agriculture. He 
att~ded university en the 
veteran's program. 
After he took part in his 
graduation ceremonies, he 
rushed to a float plane to 
speak at ~ political meeting 
on Ganges Island. ~ Hawent 
into it cold. Nothing in his 
airforce career had 
prepared him for public 
"He was the strongest 
minister we've dealt with," 
be said. "When he agreed to 
n point we had no worry. 
There was no questiea bout 
not being able to con- 
vince his colldnguos," 
Stupich had good reason to 
put ngrieulturs on tl~ map. 
A former chicken fai'mer 
" who went b~ke when his 
'"I was organizing a 
, !  counter march at the time, 
said Wallace, "and I asked 
him ff he wanted us to come, 
"He enid'come if you like. 
We're on the right track and 
we're going to tough it out.' 
And he has certainly been 
proved right." 
She eakt hat Stupich isn't 
a verl~0ee memb~ of the 
NDP caucus, but when he 
speaks, the party listing. 
Stupich has ~ai ly had 
three careers (apart from 
his period in the airforen 
during the war when he 
taught instructors how to 
instruct pi lots) :  politics, 
farming and accounting. He 
has Ida own accounting firm 
in Nanaimo now after  
completing a chartered 
accounting course by 
correspondence. 
But after getting out of 
school he spent his early 
working period in legAing 
camps and worked for a time 
",6, lot of illusions have 
fallen," said Daniel 
Pauquet, president of the 
Quebec Students 
Auoclation. 
The first junior colleges-- 
known as CEOEPs--were 
established U years ago as a 
reformist and modernizing 
Quebec government ook 
over public education which, 
in the  Frenchlanguago 
sector at least, had been run 
by the Roman Catholic 
Church for 300 years. 
The CEGEP, or College 
d'Enseignemmt General et 
Prefeeslonel, offers either a 
two~elir pre-university 
program to Grade 11, or a 
three-year career program, 
There are 41 CEGEPs, four 
of them English-language 
institutions. 
BLAMES LEFTISTS 
Donald Fortin, general 
secretary .at the Montreal 
college Vieux Montreal, says 
serving tables. After the much of the student unrest is 
collapse of his "farmini fermented by o~iside leftist 
enterprise, he also worked as agitators, 
a roofer, sheet metal worker "It's obvious that leftist 
end hod carrier (the man 
w.ho miKQs stucca, and 
carries it to plasterers). 
He said he fell into, his 
careers almost accidentally 
and doaUn't regret any of the 
experiences he has had. 
l've taken pleasure and 
pride in being good at 
groups . get behind 
everything that could show 
up as a problem ... to make 
political capital." • 
In March, some 600 
CEGEP and university 
students paraded through 
downtown Montreal to 
demonstrate at the Hydro- 
that  farmers are beginning Quebec building which 
said. , I  took some wide in homes the Montrealoffice of
doing my best." ' Premier Rene Leveerlue, 
He was married in 1960. Some carded large red 
and has four daughters (one hanner's of various Marxist. 
of whom is married) whose Leninist factions, and leftist 
ages range from 19 to 28.. 'literature wu disWibuted. 
! 
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Terrace Stock Car race results 
' STOCK CAR RACE REflULT~ S p  ali 
by Linda 1~mer A ... rings ve 
Hello Race Fans. I ) Ron King Jr. 2) Brinn Turner . 
Just a few words to say the 
Terrace Stock Car Club is 
atnl hardatit, ltwas another 
good race day, with no 
serious mishape. Our next 
race will be on Juno l l th  with  
time trials at I p.m., races at 
3 p.m, 
The Terrace Stock Car 
Club would like to express 
thanks to everyone who 
donates their time, trophies, 
and services to the club. 
Thank you again. 
Here's the results of the 
lest race da~. 
'Soccer 
•Super-Stars 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) -- 
Each World Cup soccer 
tournament produces new 
~tars - -Ferenc  Pnskas 
of Hangsry in 1954, Pele of 
Brazil in 1958, Bobby 
Cllarlton of England and 
Ueeblo of Portugal in 19~. 
Gerd Mueiler of W~t ,.-~,'- 
many in 1970, Johann Cruyff 
of Holland In 1974. 
These giants of thP world's 
mest popular team sport ere 
no Ion~er on the scene. Who 
will the heroes of 1978 be? 
Some say look no further 
~ban the host nation, 
Argentina, whose front line 
includes the elusive Daniel 
~ ,  a 22-year-old at- 
racker who specializes in 
dever free kicks. There also 
are MaHo K~npes, brought. 
back from the Spanish 
Lengm team Valencla, and 
Rone Houseman, a member 
of the 1874 World Cup squad. 
On the Brazilian team 
every opponont must fear 
the ml~lcld ar~tr~'of 82- 
year-old l~uberto Rivclino, 
the man v~th the drooping 
mustache and the lethal abet 
from either foot. 
~Ako in the Brazilian at- 
tack is the man dubbed" The 
White Pele. He is Arthur 
Anhmes Coimbra, known to 
supporters as Zteo. His 
Imrste from midflcld have 
I xo~t  him more than 3OO 
goals for the Rio de Janiero 
club glamengo. 
UP front for the Brazilians 
is Jose Reicaldo, 21, the man 
everyone in Buenos Aires 
wants to see.. This elee- 
t r~ ing  forward who began 
lds professional career at 15 
comes with a big reputation. 
STARS GONE 
Defending'champion West, 
C.~many~, . y,has~a ,hnn(~LIl.: "~, 
O~ ~sur.~lvbe~ ': from*.*197,1 ? c 
Franz Beekenbauer now is- 
the multimillinn-dallar star 
of the Cosmos, and gone, too, 
are Gerd Mueller, Paul 
Breitner and Wolfgang 
Overath. 
But the German midfleld 
remains powerful. The 
veteran Rather Bonhof is a 
key man alongside hard- 
running Heinz Flobe. On 
attack, Kisns Fischer is a 
dynamic cantre-forward, 
while 22.ye,lr-old right- 
winger Rudiger Abramczik 
caused the Br~ilians a lot of 
problems in a warm-up 
match. 
.Holland may flounder 
without Cruyff, who has quit 
soccer, but he man best able 
to fill the gap, says Cruyfl, is 
80-yonr-old striker Robb~ 
Re~Inbrink. 
Ten of Italy's 22-man 
squad comes ben Juveetus 
of Turin, including 27.year- 
old fonva~d Roberte Bet- 
tega, who can score spsc- 
taeular goals from any 
place. 
- Perhaps Italy'a classiest 
player Is 86.year-old 
goalkeeper Dino Zoff, a 
~entlemanoff the field, and a 
marly impenetrable barrier 
, no field. 
INJURED KNEE 
, Scotland's . centre-half 
Gerd'm Moquaen, a match- 
winner in the ak, has a 
seriotis knee injt~, that may 
, • hobble him throughout the 
tournament. But anether 
Scot of world class is for- 
ward 1Kenny Daighlish who 
Was signed by English 
League club Uverpcol est 
gummer for &400,000. 
B Trophy  Dash  
I) Linda Turner 2) Dmmk Williams 
A Heat 
1) Jlm Irvine 2) Ron King Jr, 
B Heat 
I) Shaunoe Kruu~brink 2) Dann~ MeByran 
A" Main 
1) Jim lrvine 2) Ron King Jr. 
B Main 
I) Jim lrvine 2) Ron King Jr, 
B Main 
I) Tom Sheasby ~) shannee Kr t~ I r lnk  
Jamboree 
1) Herb quant 2) Jim Irvine 
A POINT STANDINGS " 
DRWER POINT8 
. J im Irvlne "163 
Hcrb Quast 130 
Brian Turner 133 
Norm Stewart 79 
RanKing Jr. 5O 
Tom Sheasby 40 
LarryAiger, ~5 
Bruce Hoffman 11 
Dmmis Williams S 
AI Resko 2 
Dennis Ward 1 
B POINT STANDINGS 
Shaanee Knm~brink " 
Tom Sheauby 33 
Donals Ward 28 
Dmmis Williams 
Bob Psstuk 
AI Resko 
Jim Davis 
'Llnda Turner " 
Danny McB~r~;n 14 
RanKing Jr. 
LarryAlger 
o" 
by Don Pearson, Custom We caught our limit of 
Sports Spring. Crab fishing is good 
Tide this morning at ~ in most of the crabbing 
Bay Marina is high at 9 a.m. locations. 
at 12.4 feet; low tideis at 3:15 
~.m. with 5.1 feet. We saw porpoises in the 
Douglas Channel fishing entrance of Devestation 
~esterday was good with Channel. Sixty poundSprtng 
nest boats catching fish. came in ~ ": ..... - 
AS I said Friday, in my Tl~ 
report, I wont to Kitsuway isone ~ oo~ ." 
and fished the point between and one ~ wou~L. ;~.'ox, 
the bay and Breakfast Bay. small on~ . m i 
.. -. • ~.- ,-,,: e~-.... ,~:"Z':_':':_':~:~-"~:~P-" .'.',',~,'.',:'~,';9" ,;,:,:.;,',;,;'z:,:~,~,'_,'.:.:~:.:~ " '," • ;~,>.~:~.:~;~.:;:~.~.:,., ;i;~;:.,~ .;.;.;. ~. ~-!:i;i:~:i.'~?.~:':;'.:~.. ,z z~.: ~~ : ; :~` :* : ; :~:` "~.~ l 
96 
28 
24 
Wagon Days 
TERRACE HONDA SALES ~ ' 4e42 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. vao 1L8 635-6571 or 635.4325 
Dealer Ucence Number 020~A 
18 ' . '~ iONDA ~ dr ivea  Honda today .  . 
18 
16 
13 
7 
VERSATILE. 
~ DTIO 0 
$830" 
Here's a dual-purpose motorcycle to fit almost 
anyone's needs. Motocro~ features and design 
make the OTTO0 at home in rugged off-road 
terrain. Fully street legal, too, so it's great 
around town. Not a mini, but smaller than a 
full-size Enduro, the DTIO0 is the little bike 
that's just right. 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
.qa Dealer Llcence No. 02013A 6~ 
School Oimkid No 88 (Terrace) 
 :eaching 
Vacanc ies  
APPLICATIONS ARE INV ITED FOR 
THE FOLLOWING POSIT IONS IN 
SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 88 (TERRACE).  
(a) Half.time librarian - CopPer Mountain 
Elementary School 
(b) Hal f . t ime l ibrar ian-  Uplands 
Elementary School 
(c) Half . t ime l ibrar ian - Kitwanga 
Elementary School 
(d) Full Time itinerant l ibrar ian.  Hazelton 
Elementary schools . 
Applicants must hold a va l id  B.C. 
teaching certlficate and should have had 
recent successful teaching experience, at 
the elementary level. Preference wil l  be 
given to teachers who have had courses in 
Library Science or who are  wil l ing to 
upgrade their qualifications in th is  area.  
Please send applications, complete wHh 
supporting documents to: 
Mr.  M. Bergsma 
Director of instruction 
' •School District No.88 (Terrace) 
' Box 460: Terrace, B.C. VaG 4BS 
Applications close: June 5, 1978. 
ew Busines 
Not listed in our 
B.C. Tel l)ireotory. 
WATER L ILY  BAY RESORT- 798.2261 , : 
We , re  . . . .o ,  w , . , . . . .  - ,o . ,  c . . ,  . . ,=.,,. 
BOYDS BODY SHOP - 635.9410 
L is ted  " 
,GEI~INI EXCAVATING - 635.$479 
Here7 O,,',Free'f°rHERALDONE month courtesYof THE'.  
If you wish your .us,ness.,Phone 6 3 6 ' 6 3 6 7  
listed for your customers please call 
Levenson of South Africa 
defeated Lorenzo Silva of 
Italy S and 3 Sunday in the 36- 
hole final of the French 
I 
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Amateur golf championship, tory. His vich,ry gave South 
One down after 27 holes• Africa a double in the top 
Levenson won six con- French championships this 
seeutive holes for the vic- vcar. 
l - -~  ' .__ T .... 
TERMINAL 
(OSS SeSO) 
Pared Pickup & Delivery 
m i i  n | | i | m .  m m n  m m m  
Light Paoknges & Parcels $U0 
0hairs - Resiiners - End Tables - 
Portable T,V, 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Boom) 
Beds & Box Springs 
NO MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR OHESTS 
NO FRIG'S, STOVES, wASHER OR DRYERS 
m m m  im m ~m am,  m~ mm I m m a  m m | 
District of Terrace Only 
Attenlion Groups and 0t ons 
CanadaWorlm can 
do for _your.community. 
l l f i ~ / l l  
~i i~.~!~~ ........  . . . . . .  
~e opens. 
Canada Works is a Federal 
Government job creation 
program. And it's ready again, tO 
create new jobs and lasting ~ 
benefits for your community. 
But nothing happens unless 
you apply for a project of 
M~diCal ct lmu uu,-- - ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  
your own, so here's how to get 
things under way. 
Get your group to agree O n 
a project you can all support. 
Think it through. Will it create• 
at least 3 new jobs?Will it 
use and improve the skills of 
unemployed people in your 
area? How much for salaries and 
other costs?Who will run the 
project on a day-to-day basis? 
Then go to your'local Canada 
Manpower Centre/Canada 
Employment Centre orJob 
CreationBranch Office and pick 
up a Canada Works applica- 
tion and "Guide to Applicants." 
This application is not. com- 
plicated, but pleasefill it out 
::' clearly and accurately. 
If your idea is good, and 
Marine biology project off 
our Shores. 
They're learning the A.u's 
of business.. 
canada Works may be able to 
contribute to the necessary 
funding. 
Canada Works is for your 
ununity. Your province.Your 
ntry. For all of us. So let's 
working on some good ideas, 
mployment and 
nmlgration Canada 
Newbridge uuln • 
with CanadaWorks money. ,ud Cullen, Minister 
9o it foryonrcommunity:. p]ybebre June 
Emplol e! 
immigration Canada 
Bud Cullen, Mlnlstra 
( 
, 
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Kathy Brewer of Caledonia was one of the runners-up for the aggregate at the zone 
championships held last weekend inHouston. Kathy placed firs# in the long jump. 
, Hull  honoured with Order medal 
BELLEVILLE, Ont. (CP) 
-- Winnipeg Jets' Bobby Hull 
will receive the Order of 
Canada medal from Gov.- 
Gen. Jules Leger at a sports 
celebrities' dinner Wed- 
nesdsy," banquet organizers 
said Saturday. 
It is believed to be the first 
time an Order of Canada 
presentation has been made 
outside Government House 
in Ottawa. 
The honor was bestowed 
on Hull in January but he 
was unable to attend 
presentation cermonies in 
Edmonton 
EDMONTON 
Three more countries-- 
Bangladesh, Cyprus and St. 
Lucia--have accepLed in- 
vitations to attend the 
Commonwealth Games here 
Aug. 3-12, it was announced 
today. 
"Bangladesh was a recent 
Inspiration, Sspiration and 
Realization are tax.exempt. 
Ottawa because of hockey 
commitments. 
Jets recently won the 
World Hockey Association 
championship. 
Proc~ds from the dinner 
will go toward the 3,000-seat, 
$7:million Quinte sports 
centre, completed in 
December with the help of a 
$3.2-millian Wintario lottery 
grant. 
Head "table guests will 
include Roger Nellson, coach 
of Toronto Maple Leafs, Bob 
Gainey, a forward with 
invitations 
addition to the Com- 
monweelth Games 
Federation, bringing total 
federation membership to 
53. Six countries in the feder- 
arian--Botswana, Gambia, 
Sierra Leone, Seychelles 
Malta and Tonga--still have 
not yet replied as to whether 
they will be coming. 
Let us earn them as much as 
we want. 
Montreal Canadlens, boxer 
George Chuvalo, Red Story, 
• former National Hockey 
League referee and Dan 
Jackson, former Canadian 
and world figure skating, 
champion. 
i 
.Whata  
diff.erence a 
a price makes. 
See for yourself at  
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 HWF, 16 West Terrace, B.C. VeG ILO 
. 635-6571 0r635-4325 Dealer Llcence 02066A 
HONDA Test drive a Honda today. 
 ubor 
n hn  - ' L Houston  host  " " s zone  , , , ,a l l l j e lO l lS l l l t ,  S 
by Roger Prior Regional  In format ion (b) the. Junior Chain- Association has established i!i~ 
Concerning up-Coming pioeships held in the ,Van- a geaero~ ~dmportatlon 
Northwest Zone track and field finals were Track and Field Meets couver area on July 8 and 9 subsidy programme this 
hostedon May 27th by Houston Secondary School Regional colour "- B lack  (c) the Juvenile Cham~ year: As a result, it is ex- 
in Houston. The schools competing: (jerseymustbeblack, shorts pionships held in Surrey on pected that several Terrace 
Nishga Secondary ' do not.have to be the same) July 29 and 30 athletes will be eligible for 
Qualification for the B.C. ' The Track and Field provincial competition. Caledonia Sr. Secondary Summer Games and 
Skeena Jr. Secondary 
Thornhlll Jr. Secondary 
Hazelton Secondary 
Smithers Secondary : 
Chandler Park (Smithers) 
Hous~)n Secondary 
StewArt Secondary 
Queen Charlotte Islands Secondary 
Prince Rupert Sr. Sec.ondary 
A rain and hail storm in late morning, with 
sunny periods and strong wind~ in the afternoon 
started the meet. The track was slow, (un- 
packed). 
Becaus6 of weather and slow tracl~ the times 
were not very fast. 
Official_ results will not be available until later 
this week. 
Some Terrace athletes did very well - winning. 
three of the six possible aggregate3 and 5 of the.6 
100 metre  sprints.  
Reds du nped in 
doubleheader 
by Dave Hamilton 
The Houston Bees used 
several Terrace errors and 
three home runs to de~eat the 
Reds twice on' Sunday in 
Bulkley Valley Baseball 
League play at Kerr-Rotary 
park. 
In the opener, Bees cat- 
chef Tim Janzen belted two 
homers on route to an 8 to 2 
win; the second game saw 
Janzen drive another bah out 
of the park as the visitors 
handed the Reds a 10-to 1 
match. 
Back to the first game, 
The Bees took an 8 to 0 lead 
before the Reds got their two 
runs in the last of the 
seventh. Houston's big in- 
ning came at the top of the 
third when they scored four 
times: three on Janzen's 
scoring Jack Sullivan and 
Dawson Bush. 
In the fifth the Bees got 
three more singles and a 
little help from their op- 
ponents, the Reds, who 
committed three errors. 
The Reds got their only run. 
in the fourth when Dozzi 
walked, stole second, third, 
and scored on Jim Place's 
sacrifice hunt. 
Ron Janzan was the 
winning pitcher going the 
full distance. Gino Tameie 
was accredited the Reds 
loss. 
A spokesman for the Reds 
stated that he errors are not 
uncommon for this time of 
the season. He also felt that 
lack of experience on the 
team was the major sore 
spot of the club. 
second homer. This gave "We've got to start hitting 
them a 5 to 0 lead. theballbetter if we expect to 
The Bees picked up win, especially in this league 
another run in the fourth whereoffenseisafargreatcr 
inning via a lieds error and a part of the game than 
double by their player Kerry defense. The entire team is 
Miller. aware that they can handle 
The visitors finished off the hall in the field, but, 
their scoring in the seventh everyone has, room for 
with one single and two improvement a  the plate," 
Terraceerrers. explained the spokesman. 
The Reds picked up their 
two runs of the first game 
when Lance Legouffe was 
awarded first on a balk, stole 
second, then was driven 
home by a single off the bat 
of Davie Hamilton. Singles 
by Willie Harvey and Rob 
Dozzie put Hamilton home. 
Kerry' Miller was the 
winning pitcher for the Bees 
and Jim Kellur was tagged 
with the Reds loss. Both 
pitchers threw the full seven 
innings. 
The second game was. 
highlighted by three big 
Houston innings as they 
scored four runs in the 
second, three in the fourth 
and three in the fifth. The 
second inning let the Bees 
score four singles and three 
walks. The fourth featured 
Tim Janzeus third homer of 
the day; a three-run hit 
~lltt ~llakespeur~a. ~..m 
FORMAL DINING 
Mon-Thur-8a.m.-12p.m. 
Fri.Sat.8a.m..la.m. 
CLOSE D Reservations. 
236 01TY 0TR. su~/  632-3636 
/ , '% 
bee!i.&n, bo||le  
T e Cal so 
' DAH01N6 
6 a.m.-1 a,m. 
L~46 City Ctr. 632-72004 
Provincial Championship J , 
requiromentk , FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
Results of the Northwest :. AUTOVEST 
Zone F.inals, held May 27th, kforeyoubuy;investlgatetheadvantsgesofthisr*M" 
the North Centrql Zone to.ownplan. Aiimonisspaidapp'lytopurchase. Why 
Finals,held May 19th, and fie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
the Northwest Intercily, held months rent and drive away. 
May 9.0th, wi l l  be co- EXAMPLES 
ordinated and tabulated by Based on 36 month lease 
the Regional Track and 
Field representatives to 78 F 2so pickup 78 Econoline Van 78 C 100 Chev pu 
determine the regional $148,00per month $136.00per month S129.00per month 
teams to be Sent to: [ lease end price lease end price lease end price 
(a) the-. B.C. summer i $2,175.00 $1,975.00 S1,875.00 
Games held in Penticton on or simply return or simply return or simply return 
August 19 and 20. 78 Camaro HT" 75 Zephyr Sedan 7S Dodge Van 
I DOMINATES TOUR S139.00per month S124.00per month S129.00per month 
MILAN, Italy CAP) -  Jo lease end price tease end price lease end price 
an De Muynck of Belgium S2,025.00 S1,825.00' $1,875.00 
won the marathon 3,600- or.. simply return or simply return or~, simply, ,return 
kilometre 6.!st Tour of Italy : 78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 FIS0 4 x 4 78 Olds Cutlass 
cycling race on Sunday, an S99.00 per month S155.00 per nionth S139.00per month 
event he has dominated lease end price lease end price lease end price 
since t.hree days aft'er the $1400.00 $2,275.00 $2,025.00 
May 8 start of one of the or simply return or-simply return or simply return 
world's toughest open-read 
events .  FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES - RICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C. D;00479A 
WINS GRAND PRIX 
KUALA LUMPUR,  
Malaysia CAP) - -  Albert 
Poon of Hong Kong won the 
Malaysian Grand Prix on"  
Sunday. 
l,,,, TERRACE MEATS ,,w OWNER LAKELSE 
(,.x, ,o ,,.,d., 638"1766 J'" MASON 
r : *  ,~"~"  ~ ~ r~i ~. ~"~"  t ~' 
ii: 
# 
GENERAL 
FU" RN'ITU R'E 
STORES 
OPEN'i N6 SOON 
Train Load of Furniture and Home 
Entertainment Values 
Coming Your Way. 
4717 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 63§.4696 
f! 
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Fathers Day Con test  
PRIZES 
i . . . .  
| 
Kindergarten to Grade 1 1st- $2c0.,00 
Grades 2, 3 & 4 2nd- $15,,00 
3rd - $10.00 6rades 5, 6 & 7 !i in eaehcGaltFg(~o~RTIFICATE 
. . . .  ~ Dohaited By: ~ ~ 
R U L E S :  " 
1) Poems midst be written by the ohild in hie or her own words, !ii~ ~ Gordon&Anderson 
I. o • 
21 Delivery no later than Saturday, Juno 10, Nailed no later than ~ . ~  ~ . 
Friday, Juno 9, to the Herald. ~ f : ! i  ~J~ ~t~ 
3) Poems are to be wrilton on PLAIN PAPER, BLACK INK, inehding '%  
SIGNATURE and HUE'  iii:i:~i~ 
4) Only ono'poem per, ohild. 
It is our hope that all poem dan be published in •Ibis / "  , . -" ..-._[!~ 
edition if there is too groat a response, then only the hod will /,/. j~  
appeari with the remainder to follow on Fridays and Mondays ,.i .J 
/ ": i! edition until all'have been printed, • ~ii/i 
i 
An), poems resolved lute Will not qualify and will net 
. be published. . * ~|  
Poems not written 5Y the olnild will not'qualify.. 1 
All winners are to 'oontaot the Nereid . . ~ '~ i:i~ 
k i d s  ' , \ Come on.- , 
j o in  in the  fun ~~] ~ 
& the pr izes.  
• O I' DELIVER TO: or MAIL:, , T : or IN KITIMAT: ~, 
Gordon & Ander~on Fathers Day Contest Pat Zelinski 
4606 Lazel!e - Box 399 11 Turney Street < 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. Kitimat, B.C. V8C. 2K9 ~' 
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TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS OLUB 
• 18th Annual 
4 
nadian Championship 
UNDERHAND LOG CHOP 
TEBRAI)E PIPE & 9RUM BAND 
LOGGERS' DANCE - JUNE 3, 
9:30 p.m.- THORNHILL HALL 
COHI)ESSIONS AT THE PARK 
MINISTER OF FITNESS & AMATEUR SPORT 
TO ATTEliD mAiN SHOW. JUNE 4 
KIDDIES' BIDES AT THE PARK 
LOGGERS' BREAKFAST - JUNE 4 
8:30 a.m. AT THE PARK 
ADMISSION 
4 
June 3 .  Adults $1.00 - Students $.75 - Children $.50 
June 4 - Adults $2.50- Students $1.50 - Children $//6 - Family $6.00 - Senior Citizens $i.60 
Foe' both days - Adults $3.00 - Students $2.00 - Children $1.00 - Senior Citizens $2.00 
JUNE 3, 4 LIONS PARK 
Novice Events 6:30 p.m. 
June :3 
. 
Open Events 10:30 a.m. 
Finals at 1:00 P.m. 
June 4 
OVER $3,000 CASH PRIZES 
I" CANLOGI Sanctioned Event" 
II 
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Raincoast Puppet Theatre 
at Lee Theatre Thursday , 
The Raincoast Puppet Theatre performedl very dialogue. "11:00 a.m. Copper 
Theatre will present a public successfully in Terrace last The public performance is Mountain Elem. 
, performance for children of year. The performance is particularly suitable for the. 1:00 p.m. Parkaide 
all ages (eapeeiailythe v ry about an hour long followed very young- 3 years and up. Elementary 
young) at the R.E.bL Lee by a very entertaining und .Several primary and in. 
Theatre on Thursday, June interesting demonstration f termediate, schools have Wednesday, May 3L 9:15 
llrst, starting at 7:30 p.m. the puppets, invited the Rainceast Puppet a.m. Kiti K'Shan Primary 
Tickets will be available at Children are invited en to Theatre to perform in their 11:0o a.m.E.T. Kennev 
the dcor- $2 for Adults and St the stage and get the chance schools: Primary 
'for children, to work the 'puppets and Tuesday, May 30th, 9:15 12:45 p.m.- Thornhill 
The Raincaast puppet improvise their own a.m., Uplands Elementary Primary 
! 1:40 p.m. -  Thornhill 
Rotarians elect officers ,.l.o=,. 
'EbeTerraee Rotary Club stalled.by Mr. Glen Reid, "it=surer- Kelth Welton .Suits out 
==edanew slate of of- representative for the Directors- Willie o f  h a n d  
ricers for the 78-79 year at its district 504 Goye~'nor; Schniedcr, AI, Macaipine, 
annual banquet Saturday, Bill Kirby, J~red Hngg.  VANCOUVER (CP) --The 
May 27, in Terrace. President- George Mnstad. Approximately 150 persons ministry of consumer and 
Vice-prns.- Keith Tucker attended the dinner and corporate affairs has asked 
The following were in- Socretary-MichaelTindall dance thatfollowed, the Br i t i sh .  Columbia 
Supreme Court to stop a 
Vancouver woman from Found body mystery isunchinglaWsults. Valerie Doreen Morrow a has started 11 separate court 
. " proceedings most for I t  
TEMPLE HILLS, Md. refuses to servewomen at 2.5 metre bridge, that million; against General 
(AP)  --. Maryland State the counter is not breaking spanned a Delaware Canal Motors of Canada, the B.C. 
Trouper Herman Bethel got Britain's ex discrimination sluice in this Bucks "County Reataisman d the Bank of 
. ~ nkeptleal reeponse at first law, .a~.~l$.la~'ruled Frlc~y.. (:.cOIAeo, tmity ,-.. .......... ., .. ~ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ...  Mo~l~;~among' . . . . . . . . . . . .  others. 
when he reported finding a The-~:Wmo Bar In the Cednty Parks ~uparvmor The ministry asked the 
body on the Washington heartoftheBritishCapitars, Enge~e Gisa te~d police the court Friday for a 
Beltway early Friday. newspaper district, Fleet discovered the structure declaration that Morrow has 
It was a 2.5-metre Street, serves women oniy if missing during a routine pers i s tent ly  star.tee 
alligator, a victim of close theysitatoneofthetablnsat inspection of Bristol's "vexatious legal 
encounters with several the back of the room. Grudny park on Tuesday. proceedings in the codrts of 
vehicles. Journalist Sheila Gray Police said the bridge was * British Colombia." 
Bethel says the dispatcher', spearheaded, an assault on constructed from 19 beams It also asked for an order 
didn't believe him at first what women's liverationiets of lumber. They v..:culated to stop her from startiag any 
who~he called in toreport sea as an inauiting bastion of the thieves unbolted the further legal actions in a 
his discovery, male privilege by suing the structure and carried it B.C. court without leave of 
Police were try~g to find ba~ for discrimination, away piece by piece, the court. 
cut where the alligator came But the fortress survived The bridge is Worth about . One of her claims, for $1 
from.' . her onslaught when Judge $500- valuable information million against the Rea- 
Calls to the National Zoo Hm'ry Ruttle said the rule for anyoae being offered a talsman, was dismissed 
and the Ringlin8 Bros. and " saved women ,frOm being ~uaint, rustic bridge Thursday in B.C. Supreme 
• Barnum.and Bailey Circus, jostled and pushed uns was wholesale. Court. She had claimed 
now appearing in the not against the 1975 sex law. ~ damages as the result of rent 
Washington area, came up 
negative, and police said BRISTOL, Pa. (AP) -- God has created, only. one controls and inabliity tc evict 
nobody had called ~ in to re- Local ~lico are on the trail impossibility in His entire undesirable t nants, 
parta missing,aliigater, of a missing bridge last se~n creation, and that' im- Other actions filed by 
' about one week ago. possibility is tlmt pne cannot Morrow included ~ $I million 
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.. So far investigatorp know hate mankind ff One really claim against General 
(AP) - -  The last surviving little about he 1,500 pound, loves God. , - Motors of Canada involving 
child of Devil Ame Haffleld, " a 1976 Cadillac Eldorade, 
patriarch of one of the 
combatant families in the 
Moody feuds between the • ~ ' ' 
I-latflelds and the MCCoys, - - -  
has joined his parenls after a • 
90-year life of fightin' and, 
fun. 
E. Willis Wilson Haifield 
died in a Huntington hospital 
Thursday night. His death 
followed a brief illness. 
Hatfield was the 12th of 13 
children born to the in- 
famous clan chieftain .and 
his wife, Leviey Chafin 
Hatfield. He g~ew up in a log 
house on Main bland Creek 
in Logan County in southern " 
WestVirginla, nd until his 
death could recite tales of 
the 25-year feud hetwenn the THE MUSICAL SUDDARDS DR. RICHARD HARVEY 
two clans that claimed more EVANG ELI ST " " 
' than 100 lives before the turn ' FT. MYERS, FLOt~IDA 
o~ the century, ' . One of Americas Finest Musical - Author of "70 years of Miracles" 
Two years ago, the Hat-. Teams .29 years as Pastor 
fields and MeCoys offldaliy . Classical & Gospel Music . - 12 years as District Superintendent 
bm'ied the hatchet with a • Musical Hand.saw -5 years as Evangelist 
ceremonial picnic in . Musical Sheep Bells .. - 1 year Acting President Letour. 
Williamson. Patr iarch -Organ Music neau College 
Joseph McCoy.attended and • Appealing Music- .'Unforgettable . One of '5 Founders of Youth for 
chatted with Willis Haffield, Qualliy ' ' " ' Christ. 
who, as the only son ,and ' Ohristian & l i s s ionar  r i  n " 
acted, as the titular head of 
his dan. 
"I did some drinking with 1332 N. Lahakas Blvd. KITIMAT, B.C. 
' a couple 0f those McCoy boys" , .. . 
mtetime,"Haifleldadmitted JUNE 8;1978 to  1978 oace, "And you know what? 
They were real good. 
fellers," J 
l i b  funeral will be Sunday f "urs"a" . ,  uy  
afternoon at Logan. Burial 
wil l  follow at the Hatfield Friday - STARTS 7:00  p .m.  
Family Cemetery, near ' .. 
Sarah Ann. A tife-aise statue Saturday - , 
Devil Anse overlooks the 
cemetery. The figure's back 
• is forever tamed on the Sunday 1.1 th 'STARTS 1 1:00 a.m, 
Kaxtucky side of the Tug . .. 
Valley, home of the ML'Coys, . -  
L LONDON,",Re-- - UI ,- A . . come BRL¥. WE EXPEOT A CROWn 
• London wine. bar. which . . . .  
Gerry looks like he's running 
WASHINGTON (APt - 
Gerald Ford had some folks 
in for coffee the other 
morning. 
There were about 5o 
reporters, cameras and 
crews from the television 
networks and assorted 
members ofthe cabinet and 
staff that served him in the 
White House. 
And if he is not gearing Ul~ 
to run for president agaiwin 
1980, he gives a good 
imitation. 
The affair was billed as a 
press coffee at the American 
Enterprise Institute for 
Public Policy Research, the 
foundation that is Ford's 
current Washington base." 
There was a lot more press 
than coffee. "The former 
president did not have a sip. 
He was too busy answering 
questions. Polietiea, foreign 
policy, inflation, more 
polities. 
Coineldentally, this was 
one day after the pulication 
of a Louis Harris poll that 
showed Ford leading 
President Carter, 48 percent 
to 43 percent, if the 1980 
presidential e ection were to 
be held now. 
Would that. impel him to 
run again? 
('I haven't really though of 
that poll in that context," 
Ford said. ,'.;.I've never 
thought polls were that 
critical. 
"So we'll just wait and 
see.!' 
Besides, as Ford used to 
say when Carter was out- 
distancing him in the 1976 
public opinion polls, tiie only 
one that counts is the one on 
election day. In that one, 
Democrat Carter beat  
Republican Ford by three 
percentage points. • 
There is a school of 
thought that holds Ford. 
might not be inclined to give 
up the good life of Palm 
Springs, the celebrity golf 
circuit, part-time paltrier 
and lecturing to return to the 
rigors of running-unless 
Ronald Reagan is a 1980 
candidate for the Republican 
nomination. 
Reagan is not' saying, 
either. ., 
The same Harris poll 
showed Reagan and Carter 
about even in a hypothetical 
• 1980 contest. 
Ford said he will make his 
decision about 1980 in a year, 
perhaps a year and a half. 
Whenever Reagan is 
asked, he sas~s pretty much 
the same thing. 
But a good many people 
are, and it is hard to believe 
that Ford and Reagan are 
not among them. Ford, now 
64, and Reagan, at 67, will 
have a best one more chance 
to rim, and even now they 
may have trouble with the 
political generation gap. A 
younger crop of Republicans 
machinery is in such con- 
sorvative hands that thore is 
only a remote possibility a 
moderate candidate c~n be 
nominated in 1980.. 
I 
BRAZIL  IS  B iG  
BROTHER 
Nearly half of South 
America is covered by 
Brazil, which borders 
already is suggesting that 
both of them should stand 
aside for a new generation f 
prospects. 
Beyond that, there is the 
fact that a rematch between 
them would ignite again the 
COP ideological strife that 
has been characteristic of
the party for years. 
John Deardourff, a 
campaign consultant who 
worked for Ford in 1976, 
suggests in the new every South American 
magazine Public Opinion state except Chile and 
that the Republican Party Equador. 
Kingfisher North 
Development 
17 Lots only,  located at  Margef l s  Street. A prest ig ious 
DeveloPment w i th  fu l l .  underground services and its own 
Park land,  in a quiet  secluded area n~ar the G01f Course. 
A lexander  E lementary  School is lust across the street.  Var ious  
size lots, very  reasonable pr iced.  Bank f inancing ava i lab le .  
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE OALL 
ANGLO YEN ENTERPRISES LTD. 
632-4334 after hours 632-7666 
1977 GMO VAN 
I/2 T p.s.. p.b.. auto, 
radio, super dean 
$6800 
1976 FORD P.U. 
% T Ranger XLT, p.s., p.b., 
2-tone, radio 
$4950 
1977 ASTRE, 
Low mileage, auto, 4 oyl., 
radio, super ciean 
$3660 
1974 MERO BOBCAT 
3 dr. Runabout, auto, radio,'olean 
$3160 
(ideal second vohiole) 
1976 OHEVY TRUOK 
½T P.O., p.s., p.b., 2-tone green 
H.D., 2 tanks 
$6296 
1975 FORD P.U. 
¾ T Oamper Sp., autG, 
p.e., p.b., radio 
$4660 
1976 OLDS CUTLASS 
2dr. H.T., p.s., p.b., radio 
$3960 
1974 SCAMP 
2 dr. H.T., 6 cyl., p.s., p.b., radio 
$3196 
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 036-4941 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 1492A Terraoe, B.C. 
# 
It  
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. • ~-~, ,  DOUGLAg ~   /ommsr ,e- 
• " : - -  LTD. . 
: I . _ 632 .4721 +,+m+- . 
HELPFUL  H INTS ON . . ' • O- HAVING~, ~ew colors in kitchen wood cabinets and the ' : ' 'O  
C R  / -~. .  j 
p a ~ i n g  used to popOder eoppertone appli- ~ BnOS, A~OCIATE" DEALERS" ,ca ,u.y  jnrucn .  complement the natural .ancds n.ow used so widely. • OFFICIAL BLOCK 
- -  - - . t  . ,auqr~;9~ " , • . KITIMAT ' • 
WINDOW BOX GARDENS i • "The Performe'rs" " • 
. . . . .  • , I 3945 Simpson St. REDUCED CONSIDERABLY TO am, • 
If you don t have a oecx- zor hanging ann bther in- I $20 500 end OPE'N TO OFFERS AS OWNERS HAVE ~ 
yard to use as a garden, or if door plants and one table- J ' , ~ unU¢(11~10 ¢J~II¢ • i • .. MOVED. ~ , ,v , , , . , ,  , v  . . . . .  - -  
you  just want an extra spoon to one gallon of 
challenge added on to your water for outdoor and patio I" finishedNOBL'Eadd3 BEDROOMII,n whl . . . . . .  mobile r--h°mefawith . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10x50 cedar ~ ~ ~  ~: i~ .~ ib -~1 '  ' ~ • " " •,,ffi 
• h I F " ' ' " ' ' q U ~ " " O = ' O ~ : O ' ' ' ' ' X " W  ' ' ' W I l "  " I ' " i green-thumb duties, w y pants, or ~ron anempc • . • 
not try window-box gal'- plants, treat with the i ,  w .o~:l..stove, and extra bedroom. 011 furnace In the m ~  i ~ n :  ~ j~4~.  ~oub low,d0  ~0b l i0  ~om0 ~i~ 
dening? Here are some tips recommended rate of Earth mealie name. . . . .  w . " " basement  " 
from exnarts on how to net Care Professional P ant Iron n r.Js home is nicely landscaped with greenhouse, ~ I a 4 Petrol S,ng lo  Fami ly  w/ • 
started ~n this eve~-mo~e- Tonic soluble nowder I wood shed, shrubs and comes with applances and I ~  I ~ e ' l  E I . . I .  /11/. @l , ' - . .  Oaumnnm ~* 
popular pastime-and how Window -ard'e-- ---'" -of I some furni.ture. . LMOOK~WU P+.  a =~,u I w ~J runes - n 7= esvuw]F .w.w,,- .  
to avoid problems en route. ~,. , n ,~ , '~t,,"'~,~'~, | Excellent value at thls price and should be looked at .~.lrlvr... . . . . . .  I ~ ~ l  • la  ~ , ,dMn . l se~m Prat t les  Ham-, Q 
. . . .  ~,~ ,- .=.s= ,~ --= s,~,,=., if onE i I I'lOW aenut ISiS pacKage. ..... •v  vmm.ev... " " 'o"  - - " " "as -  "'-" - • First, prowde appropr,- in your ha~kv,vd kut the ~, l c ider ng•buying. ~ttn lS ,  l:mcKage:, i 1 " , ~ -- -- "-- -- J 
ate boxes with holes in the can . . . . .  be as beautiful" " if'" they'" " I Phone anyone at Wlghtman and Smith Realty Ltd. ~enlzx:)4add.TlOn!~X~-4 m.oolle nome~w~n.nome.nves oua4Wl  I MODERATELY PRICED ~ J.20. 2 Bedr0om l iaNa Nnmo 
bottom for dea ls+ Put in "el  the - re  . . . . .  , . . - -  , ,or deta,, ,on MLS g . .e__ - -L ,  • - - -  . . .  • 
two or three inches of ein- ". • ~" *" . . . . . . . .  I ~)edroom' living ac- I 3 bedroom home located a _$11"P-q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - Lahakas 0arooten uonno. - -  
dera  or bi~oken brick and fill paannnng. - ' :ommodatlon 75x200 paved street very close to '~F .. . ~ v 
with rich, porous soil.. ================================================================== ~;?wl th ; : : ; : :  I elementary school. Home • "un i | .  , • 
Regular attention to water- 
ing b of prime importance. 
• Your window box 
should fit the window 
space, but if the length is 
excessive, make it in two 
sections. For good results, 
the box should be not less 
than 8 inches deep and 10 
inches wide. Bore 1/2-inch 
holes 6 inches apart in 
bottom for drainage. 
• The best soil for win- 
dow boxes is one that is rich 
and with,plenty of humus 
to retain moisture. Use two 
parts loam, one part peat 
moss, with a five-inch pot of 
super-phosphate mixed with 
each bushel. 
• Among the most satis- 
factory flowera that grow in 
window boxes are begonias, 
geraniums, fuchsias, a~era- 
tuln, petunias, dwarf mari- 
golds, pansies, morning 
glory and sweet alyssum. 
• All house, hanging and 
window box plants need 
plant food to maintain vigor 
and color. One that is 
recommended bymany pro- 
fessionala is Earth Care® 
Professional P ant Food. To 
use, mix one-quarter tea- 
spoon per gallon of water 
New Lighting 
Does Wonders 
For Bathroom 
The most neglected room 
as far as et~eient lighting 
is concerned is the bath- 
room. Even in new houses 
or condominiums, a tiny 
fixture over the medicine 
cabinet is expected to pro. 
vide sn~cient lighting for 
a close shave or a glamour- 
ous make-.up, 
In order to give shadow- 
less light, a bathroom mir- 
ror should have a lighting 
fixture on either side and" 
one in the ceiling abbve the 
head to illuminate all of the 
face" equally, 
The latest type of lighting 
on the market is Track 
Lighting and it is ideal for 
this purpose, because it is 
not stationary like other 
fixiures. It can he moved 
ahmg its track on the ceil. 
ing and swiveled around to 
focus wherever neces.sary. 
The tracks come in two 
lengths - four or eight feet, 
and can he joined or cross- 
ed or placed in a "T" or 
"L". The lights themselves 
come iu varf0us hapes and 
1 sizes. New for the home are 
the "mini" sizes, which are 
only 2~" to 3,',;" in diameter. 
What's more, each light on 
the track can be switched 
on and off inltlividually. 
You'll hr, surprised what 
a 6~,cor- Imoster good, 
hright lighting can he~ 
your bathroom, 
EXCLUSIVE LISTING 
THIS SOLIDLY BUILT ATTRACTIVE RESIDENCE IS LOCATED 
IN TERRACE ON WATER AND SEWER AND PAVEMENT" 
THE PRESENT OWNER HAS REDECORATED THE iNTERIOR 
AND EXTERIOR PLUS IMPROVING THE FULL BASEMENT BY 
BUILDING IN PERMANENT RED VINYL SETTEES AROUND 
THE FIREPLACE MAKING IT MOST APPEALING AND COM. 
FORTABLE" A LIQUOR CABINET IS PRESENT' LOTS OF 
ROOM REMAINS IN THE BASEMENT FOR A FAMILY AREA 
FOR RECREATION' 
THE MAIN FLOOR HAS A GOOD PLAN WITH THREE 
BEDROOMS. LIVING AND DINING ROOMS; MODERN KITCHEN 
WITH BUILT IN RANGE AND OVEN" THIS AREAOF THE HOME 
IS CLEAN AND JUST PAINTED IN AN OFF WHITE" THE 
RESIDENCE HAS TWO FIREPLACES AND TWO BATHROOMS. 
one on each floor. 
THE PROPERTY INVOLVED iS ON THE BENCH AREA OF 
TERRACE AND TO ADD VALUE TO THIS LISTING THE 
OWNERS ARE OFFERING THE 1,200 sq. ft. home WITH TWO 
8.'x146' serviced lots FOR ONLY $64,500. 
THE OWNERS WILL CONSIDER SELLING THE RESIDENCE 
AND ONE LOT SEPARATELY FOR $~%000. , 
FOR FURTHER DETIALS ON THIS VALUABLE PROPERTY ASK 
ANY .OF THE SALESPEOPLE "AT, WlGHTMAN AND SMITH 
REALTY LTD' 
~ . . . . ' . : . : . ' .  
lmlilllllllllnlll!llllUUlilllllilmlllllligmli~ 
b'otor to Unify . , . to 
bring together the seeming 
clutter of a variety of cab- 
inets and appliances, match 
wall colors to cabinets or 
colored appliances, or ap- 
pliances to cabinets,or cab- 
inets, appliances and Wall 
color, Paint everything to 
match. 
Color for Good Seeing 
. ,, if natural ight is lira. 
Red, use pale, light-reflect. 
lug colors, 
Coh~r for Cheer . , ,  clear 
yellows, pinks, and mehms 
,arc spirit.lifting. 
0ay garage workshop. 
Which will hold trucks. 
Includes fridge, stove and 
~ther small furnishlnos. 
QUALITY HOME 
This 1300 sq. 'ft. home 
features 3 bedrooms. 
Master with ensulte. Large 
living room with quality 
wall to wall. Bright kitchen 
and good dining area. Full 
basement presently" used 
as 2 bedroom suite but 
easily convertible to femlly 
use. Close to elementary 
schools. Asking $5S,000. 
I 
Rural residential building 
farm. J us t  over V2 acre. 
Asking $0000 M.L.S. 
Color for Window Ex- 
posure . . ". the kitchen is 
mostly a daytime room, so 
use eobl .colors, blues, 
aquas, mint, greens, for 
those on the warmer south 
Only $31,000 for 1971 $20,800 for 3 bedrooml~ 
=11 | 
features sunken living 
room ~Nith fireplace, dining 
room, and eating bar In 
kitchen. Garaoe workshoo. 
I 96 Stikin~o - S Bedroom Bungalow : 
• 66 Starlnng Street -Immaoulate • 
I 3 hdronm Dunplow " 
• 20 Finoh Street - Single Unit • 
• ,- , . , , . - , . .  ; 
gARDENER'S : DOUGHS CHANNEL "PERFoRMs" 
WE OFFER SERVICES IN --" 
1PARADISEacre - fully landscaped : APPRAISALS-PROPERTYMANAGEMENT gB 
and developed with fruits 
of all kinds, a l~ good • LOT SALES- -  DEVELOPMENT O 
vegetable garden" i "  O I CANADA WIDE, REFERRAL SERVICE i ~ ' 'b droom" full basement 
home well constructed and MORTGAGE ADVICE 
complete with sauna. 
• and. . Concrete swimming pool - • 
workshop - quiet v ASSISTANCE 
residential street. All this 
Is yours for $60,000. • Don't Fool Around With Half A Service • 
, ~ Talk To A Full Service Real E~*ate Office 
lot just'north of poultry We Are Here To Help You . Professlonally ~F 
Vacant and mostly flat. : CAN WE SELL YOURS? - -  JUST TRY US - ~ O
side of the house and warm 
• colors, pink, yellows, apri- 
cots, for those on the cooler 
north side. 
Color for Size . . . .  if a 
.kitchen is small, use a oal¢ 
lm 
Exceptionally affractlve' Rural residence located on. 
family house in Tbernhill quiet street. Ap- 
area; 3 bedrooms op ned 2 proximately half acre lot 
downstairs, 2 fireplaces, with three bedroom home 
sliding glass doors off on Flro¢roekRnad. Owner 
dining • and master anxioustosell. Asklngonly 
bedrooms onto ,sundeck, $27,900. call Frank. 
Ambassador 2 bedroom modern home on Queen.: large patlo and many more : 
mobile home onThornhlll sway ,  complete ly  special features. Asking 
Rd. Furnished with ap- redecorated In ter io r , :  $56,500. Call, Horst or 
pllances. .concrete foundation,[] Chridel. ." 
On o nice 90'x180' lot. electric 'heat, range and[] ,,,,~ ,,, 
Also included is an ex- frldge Included, auto[] ~ ~  .'~', ,~" %,~:  ~' !;:~:~. ">
cellent 24x44' shop building laundry hookups. '[] 
with high ceiling concrete 100'x105' lot, very c lean: .  ~ Located on Graham 
floor and wlred. Exclusive well kept. Good value at[] Avenue lust three blocks 
e57. this price. [] f rom schools and on a" 
n.  larger lot. Three 
~i  * '  [] Three bedroom, fu l l  bedrooms, fourth In , , ~ , , - 
~ :  basement, on a paved, basement, two full baths, 
~ i  street. Close to schools and and a sundeck 'off the 
downtown, asking S56,000. dining area. Asking 
Call Kelly for your home $46,5002 Call Kelly. 
730 MULLER EXCL. 753. m requirements. 
very solidly built 1,400 sq. Reduced in price to $35,000= .... 
ft. with same amount in and owner will consider all----- 
basement. 3 bedrooms on offers on this well built i , i i '~  
each floor. Actually a duplex. Two bedrooms== 
duplex with se.parafe . with kitchens, living rooms• ~ ~ ~  
meters. Ample carpet and bathrooms. Concrete[] ~ ~  
• Skyliner, Tremendous potential • ~ 
: 33 Noron Street- Registered Duplex : 
tNpooooooooooooooooO 
+hrouhout nd t + ++. - -= ii tractive fireplace has Just septic, tank, some op- :  Just redecorated. 'Cute & Good starter home for sale 
been added to the. main pllc'ances included. Good ozy. Excellent starter on.Hanson St. Has ed. 
home.. Priced right. Three dltional potential - from :" 
• .. ;..i:~_. ' .4  ~ ' : . . \  ~ ~--- ~< : ' -  ~'  Coloe rie-zn . . . .  for,an ~ ~ ~ J . ; .  ~ :~ 
oped.pla~; where,rile ld td i :  ~ .  b3 ' .~ .  '..~II 
en is plainly visible from ~ ~r ".." " - - - - - - - I  
the dining or living area, J. " ~ .  J 
relate the kitchen with a I ~--~--~ a,-- ~-  =___~ l 
paler tint of the larger Broccoli is one of the best 
room color. .  . . . . . . . . . .  sources of vitamins, iron, 
potassium and riboflavin:And 
it has few calories. ~, 
Large yard. If gardening Is Around thecorner from the 
your plnasuro, wehavea 2 h ig  h school, lust three 
year old 3 bedroom house blocks from downtown and 
with full basement, priced over 2000 sq. ft. of family 
to sell "at S44,S00. This 'living. Complimented with 
propai'ty comprises of three bedrooms on the 
approximately one-third main floor and a fourth In 
acre on Debit St. In the. basement. This 
Thornhlll. Phons Frank. spacious, home must bs 
viewed. Call Kelly today 
for your appolptment.' 
"Reelscope" ran'bring this 
beautiful home to youl 
mgn scnool area. Fully ~ '  
finished up and down, 6' 
bedrooms, 2 baths, Modern three bedroom 
flreplac~ 139,~ sq. ft.; low home in central location, 
taxes. Thescare lust a few only 2 yHrs  old, finished 
of the fGatures that make throughout,  carpets, 
this home worth seeing, flreplacg; large living 
Priced at SS3,000. Call room. Asking $49,900. For . 
Horst. Godllnski 63S-S397. anappointmentt0vlew carl ' 
Horst or Christel. 
One of the belter duplex 
Investments, in town. 3 
bedroom units of 950 sq. ft. 
each. Goedtenancy record . Call Frank to view this 3 
and low maintenance costs. ,bedroom starter house on 
GAIR AVE. EXECUTIVE 
nRES IDENCE COM- 
PLETELY F INISHED 
MANY EXTRAS, STONE 
F IREPLAC E ROCK-  
I 
FACING ON EXTERIOR 
ROCK WALL ALONG 
• DRIVEWAY, ENCLOSED 
I WORKSHOP, BUILT.IN DISHWasher, FULL  
ISECOND BATHROOM, 
[ ] .LARGE SUNDECK,  
[ ]APPEAL ING LAND-  
IBSCAPING. [] 
-iALSO 4 
i 
BEDROOMS 
'•"LARGE LIVING ROOM 
i DINING ROOM, NICE 
[] KITCHEN, ATTACHED 
IGARAGE,  ELECTRIC floor. Top value for $49,~. revenue property ln central[] 
_B HEAT,.AMPLE CARPET. ~ location In Thornhlll. n 
mB13~ sq.fl, of appeallng Lot off McConnell Ave. 20 acres Jus~off K rumm: '  
iresIdence ON QUIET 60x122' water sewer, 
iSTREET. ASK ABOUT $10,000 one of the few Rd. 2mllosup from the old[] 
M EXCLUSIVE LISTING. remalnlng ones In thls Skeena Rlver Brldge AnM 
old home slte for $25,000.= [] 8S2. area. 
.I A,E. Le Page Limited Coast W Coast Real Estate Service . 
bedroom hodle with 
Fireplace. Asking $29,000. 
Contact Christsl er Horst 
for viewing. 
HORST GODLINSKI . 63S.5397 
FRANK SKIDMORE. 635-5691 
smpil cab in  also • on 
property/ Asking only $49,S00. Call Hoist of Agar Avenue. Large yard" 
$29,500. Call Horst o r  Christel for further In. oilfurnace.clusetoschool; 
Chrlsfel. formation. , . Asking $26,$00. 
AFTER 0FF IOE HOURS 
KELLY SQUIRES - 635-7616 
CHRIsTEL GODLINSKI - 63S.5397 
! L 
! 
/ 
/ 
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rioht to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to. 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. ;
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertlsoment 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the edvertlsoment end 
box rental. 
Box. replies on "Hold, 
Instructions. not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless • mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those ans~verlng Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to lend Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by  the ed. 
vertlear requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
.to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
omoont paid by the ad. 
vertlsor for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount, paid for, 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his. race, religion, sex, 
color, natlenallty, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unlessthe condition is 
iustlfled by a bona fide 
requIr'em,ent for the  work 
48," SUITES:'- 
'FOR' RENT 1 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon..Frl. mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Crom~ck 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00. 
Senior Citizen year 
30.00 
British Commenwe~lth and 
United States of America 
year 51.00. 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VGG 2M9 
.. Telephone: 
112-604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlstrlct 
Thornhlll & Dlstrlct 
Phone 635.6357 
Representatives from the 
B.C. Ministry of Educatlen, 
Health and Human 
Resources will be In Terrace 
to attend an early childhood 
datum meeting to be held at: 
Northwest Community 
College, Wednesday, June 7, 
1978 7 p,m, 
They wish to talk to the 
people In the community 
about early childhood 
• training programs. 
The Terrace Art 
Association Invites you to 
attend a slide show and 
poflery exhibition by Jeanne 
Sarlch on Saturday, June 3, 
In the Terrace Library Arts 
Room at 7 p.m. The slide 
show starts at 8:15_g._m..~ 
Wednesday June 7th will be 
the last Terrace Art 
Association Picture Loan 
ontll September 6th. Pain.' 
tlng~ ehould be returned by 
7:30 p.m. to the Terrace 
Llbrery Arts Room so they 
can be put on display for 
ealectlon. Arrangements can 
then be made for the sum. 
mer monthl rentals. 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: ; 
• 20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: • 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
• CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:' 
Rates available upon • 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate• line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL AND 
TRANSl ENT AD.  
VERTISING: 
83.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS " PERSON/~LS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to  
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Servlc~l dlarge of SS.00 On all' 
~N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
• NO charge provided news 
The Mount Elizabeth 
Parents' Committee will be 
holding their annual general 
meeting on Monday, June 
5th. a t  7:30 p.m. In the 
cafeteria at Mount 
Elizabeth. The guest 
speaker, Mr. Dale Fiftlck, 
District Superintendent, will 
explain the report from the 
recent Ext~nal Observation 
Team who were In our 
District a few weeks ago. 
This team met with various 
officials In the District as  
well as teachers and Parents, 
and their comments were 
reported back to the District. 
There will be elsdlon of 
officers for the next school 
ternl and anyone Interested 
In this Committee and their 
child's education Is Invited to 
attend. Brief reports on the 
Committee's actlvltles over 
the past year will also be 
given. It Is hoped that many 
Interested parents and 
teachers wlll-aflend this 
meeting. Remember June 
5th at 7:30 p.m. 
Anglican Church Woman 
will hold a rummage sale 
Friday, June 2nd, com- 
mencing at 9:30 a.m. In the 
Anglican Pa~lsh Hall. Lots 
of good summer clothing, 
household effects etc. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the followlog servlces . 
. Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
• ." Day Care for working 
people 
. Drop.In for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeanavlew Lodge 
633.22~ 
Sk~rm H~alth Unit 
submitted within one month. 
-:FS.~, p.rqductl~. ,d!,.arge,,~ 
plc1'~'res, NO~s ~f'w~idlngs 
(wrlte.upo) recelved one the services offered locally 
month or more after event 
SI0.00 charge, wlth or 
wlthout plcture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED '1 AN- , 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births . • 5.S0" 
Funerals 5..50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
N~morlal Notices 5.50, 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
WANI:ED DONATIONS 
The Three Rlvers Workshop 
for  the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
. Call us at 635-2238between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Mllis Memorial: Hospital 
Auxiliary ,Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from 11-00 - 4:30 p.m. 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
. Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
h30.3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
.. Held at '~,urnhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday~of every 
1t~e history departmen~ at 
Northwest Community' 
CoUege v~ be orl~uddng, a 
series e! open dlseusslon 
meetings on "Why 
Revolutions? ", "Why 
Wars?", a dcaer look at the 
interre lat ion  between 
political, ' r social and 
economic factors in 
, domestic and international 
relatlone in the 20th eontury. 
Anyone interested i8 
welcome toattend the first 
meeting on.Thursday, May 
.18, fcom T-10p.m. in room 206 
on the college campus to 
watch and discuss 90 
minutes of animated films on 
'"The History Book" which 
focuses on the time period 
from the 1800's to today. 
This Is a free community 
servico which will continue 
tmUl Jtme 15. 
B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. N.~vember lath' 
1970. Arena'Banquet Room 
"Right o Life*Group will meet 
9 p.m. MaY 31, 1970 at 
Ch.rlstlen Reformed Church. 
Please see article In Herald 
'for further' Information. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
MII is Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup servlce phone 
635-5320 or 6:15.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle "~.venue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
Wlight Watchers meatlng~ 
• haldwery Tueedayot7 p.m. 
a t  the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 LazMle Avenue. 
"A Heather-Tartan Society is 
being formed with the In- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Intgrested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as ppsslble. 
~keena District-GiR-(;~d~ 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested p!ease call 635.3061 
or 636.1269 (ctf) 
.... CRISIS • 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your Chlldr~m, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con. 
structive parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Maryor John 635.4419' 
I tAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS L INE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635-7558 
OR ~ 
" 633-T/20 
(ctf) 
We would appreciate to hear 
from the party who picked 
upa small black dog 10 miles 
west of Cedarvale on 
Monday. Please call collect 
to 624-4746 or. 624-4144. His 
hvo small masters miss him 
very muchl (c3.21) 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
pe!ntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent 'for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on  Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p,m. by ap- 
peintment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES , 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and reglstrafloo. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
av.allable - custom firing. 
• 3933 McNeil St.. 
635-9393, 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
• Elech;Ical and Refrlgeratlen 
contract. 
"House wiring. 
~154176 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
Nursing care In the home for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
those who need it on referral GOLDEN RULE 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, 'hear!rig screening 
done. Please phone~ for, 
appointment. 
pRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday at. 
ternoon at I:00 • 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
"are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any ,sanitation 
problems. • 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at ,1612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearl,g ests wlll be done by 
dodor's referrals. Tel No. 
638-1155. 
LONG ;rERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Aseesement and planning for 
those ellglb!e for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at big. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guldnnce 
for vocatlonal and soclal 
rehabllltetlol~ done by 
Cgnsultant,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• INCHESAWAY CLUB. ,  
Meet every Tumday night at 
8 in the Skeona Health Unit. 
For moreiinformatlon phone 
'635.3747:o!" 635-3023. 
Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635.4335. 3238 Kalum 
#.~m.  
GEMINI" EXCAVATING' 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
16, 
LOST ,.. 
Lost; Brown framed glasses, 
black arms with a hearing 
aid attached. Lost between 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered., 
phone 635-2490 (p5.1] .', 
A wt)lte long haired female 
cat with green-yellow eyes. 
She's two years old. Mleslng 
from the lower Albatross 
area of Kltimat. Any In. 
formation would be ap. 
preclated. Contact 69 Brant 
or call 632-2024. (sff) 
CAMELS DIE YOUNG 
The average lifespan of 
an Arabian camel is only 
12 years, although some 
have been known to live 
28 years. 
Never leave a keY'under the 
doormat or hidden anywhere 
else outside. 
Full or part-time. Here Is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m. 
For Sale: 1976 Honda 
Goldwlng 1000 Excellent 
cendltlon. Phone 635.3831 or 
vlew at 4404 Walsh. (pi0.3) 
For Sale: 1973 Suzuki 500 In 
good running condition. 
Comes with saddlebags, 
water seat cushlon, crash 
bars and more. 635.2098 (p3- 
Must sell Immediately 23" 
Viking Counsol color TV. In 
good condition. Phone 635. 
4561. (c3-1) 
For Sale: 2 graduation 
dresses. Never worn. 1 pink 
and one apricote. Slze 12. 
Selling cheap. 635-5221 after 
6 (c$-2) 
Stamp ancl, Coin collectors 
New Sfock 1978 coins and 
stamps have arrived In- 
cluding' the Captain Cook 
Bicentennial presentation 
Set. 
Terrace Drugs and 
Lakelse Pharmacy. 
(A10.2) 
For Sale: Rebuilt 
Volkswagon engine and 
trans., rims, pocket seat and 
clouble belt massager, bird 
cage, with stand. Phone 635. 
• 3051 until 2 p.m. (c10-5) 
:1 BW T.V. 23". Zenlth,,~:- 2 
wheel trailer, 2 wood 
heaters, 5 tires and wheels 
Ford 15", 1 - 620 power saw. 
phone after 4 p.m. 638.1619 
'(p3.21) . 
5 Chev Splltrims. 15" -6 lug 3 
go.od summer tires on. $15 
each. Call 635-7058 days or 
638-8372 evenings. (c5-1) 
For Sale: One used elec- 
trolux vacuum cleaner with 
power nozzle in very good 
condition. Please phone 635- 
6672 (p3-21) 
6' flbreglass Indoor-outdoor 
water founatln. Recycling 
water pump. Recessed area 
for plants. Ideal for home or 
office. $200 Phone 638-8329. 
Will do babysitting In your 
home. Responsible phone 
635.2803 Ext. 3 (pl.21) 
Wanted 7V2' plastic dingy for 
cabin, cruiser. Phone 635. 
5970 • (c5-21) 
Wanted to Buy: Used baby 
buggy, ,radar - bike for two 
year old. 635.7074 (c3.22) 
Wanted to Buy: Agood used 
trailer to hold a 20' river- 
boat. 638-1613 days 635.5637 
after 6 p.m. ask for Bill (ctf) 
. Wantedto Buy: Older piano. 
Good condition. Reasonably 
priced. Phone635-9636 (p5.2) 
r 
For Sale: 18' custom built 
river boat. Used 1 season. 
Excellent condltloh. Call 
635.4346 days, 635-5756 after 6 
p.m. • (p3-21) 
For Sale: 25' ca'bin cruiser 
wlth9'8"beem. Fresh water 
cooled .318 Chrysler marine 
engine 270 Volvo leg. safety 
equlpmen:t, anchor, ," spare 
ports etc. Plus ~19.76.79 
moorage Included. Price: 
boat plus trailer 510,500. 
Phone 635-2632 after 6 (p4.2) 
1974.85 h.p. Mercury O.B.O. 
with 17.3' Glastron 
Flbroglass ski boat. Com. 
plate with trailer, l i fe  
Jackets, CB radio. Asking 
only $3500. Phone 635.9493 
(p5.3) 
For Sale: 20' W.L. Sailboat, 
5500 lb. displacement, 6'2" 
headroom, 8' beam, 3' draft, 
10 h.p. volvo dlesol, depth- 
sounder, S.S. rlgglng, 25 gal. 
water and fuel, dacron sails, 
moorage Included. $8,000 or 
reasonable offer. Phone 632. 
5117 after 5 p,m. (cs.i) 
17' Flbreglass canoe with 2 
peddles and 2 life lackets. 
638-1794 (c3-21) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom fur- 
nlshed house in Thornhill 
635-5775 (p2-22) 
For Rent: Fully modern and 
carpeted 2 bedroom suite. 
Private entrance and 
driveway. Close to Skeena 
Sac. School. Phone 635.2643 
(p3-1) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom 
executive home. 2 full 
bathrooms. Fireplace. 
Patio doors, double car 
garage. Fruittrees, garden. 
Call after 7 p.m. 635-7485 (p3- 
2) 
Owner leaving town June 1. 
Must sell 2 bedroom home 
S25,000 or best, offer. 2107 
Pear St. Please call days 
635.6466 or evenings 636.8291 
• (c5-21) 
House for Sale: 3 bedroom 
JC Fourplex on Mallard. 
Ideal startee home. 
Reasonably priced. Interior 
. recently renovated. In- 
cludds range, fridge and 
dishwasher. For* more In- 
formation phone 632.3295 
(p4-21-4-9-14) 
Four bedroom house. 3' 
upstairs one down, 3 
bathrooms, 2 up and one 
down. Lots of cupboards and 
dinette, in kitchen large . 
• living roomand dining room. 
2 fireplaces, large rumpus 
room and family room with 
fireplace. Completely 
carpeted with large carport 
and sundeck. Located on 
large fenced and landscaped 
lot. 4819 Scott Ave. Phone 
635.4425 after 5:00 p.m. (p22- 
lullS) 
'Yeah, well I guess if the Doc says to stay in bed fol 
tha rest of the day, I'd better stay." 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are in or thinking of getting into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada. " ..... 
For details~wrlte o: :. -" : u~::*'~ "~' ~'":":"~'~ 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.6414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cft-T) 
1969 I 1974 1973 F0RD. 1974 mz.  I 
VOLKSWA60ii I nITSnU P. 6RAN TORIN0 B1800 PU i 
• | . . . . .  " " -  Station Warier With GEM • 
, , r ,  I , , . r  " ,o, c.no , I 
-si,a-d0-, I -sd d ,2 00 ,2 u I 
H 
, f I 1974 DODSE DART 1973 F0,. I 
SWIHOER EOONOLINE VAN ! 
2 De or H.T. ~ All Radial Tires i 
,I 
1974 DODGE' 
MaNAGe 
4 Dr. H.T. 
'2,9N 
1971 FORD 
F100 PICKUP 
'1,2H 
• 1976 MAZDA 
1.3 808 
2 Door Coupe 
, '3,996 
197of~,v 
'U00  
i 
1962 Wl J.LYS 
JEEP STATION ':WAG()N 
As Is 
,960 
i i 
1966 OLDS'S 
4 Door 
-boo 
1974 
DATSUN 710 
2 Dr. H.T. 
'995. 
1970 MAZDA 
STATION 
WAGON 
'SM 
1,;2 DATSUN J 1975 .OOS 
I 2dr.  Auto I ~'~'~.dUARO 
$L200 * IU00 
197i FORG 
MUSTANG 
MACKI 
'NO '2 N 
1972 INTERNATIONAL 
TRAVELALL 
With Extras 
'1,600 
1974 VALLIANT 
4 Dr. Scamp 
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For Sale: by Owner, 4 
bedroom spllt-levet family 
room. Good location. Price 
Iow60's. Phone 635.3817. (p3- 
22) 
For Sale: 1078 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom home on V~ acre lot, 
fully fenced and treed, at- 
tached garage, 300 sq. ft. 
shed, root cellar, Asking 
$42,000. Phone ~5-4790 after 
6. 
74 Cbev ~ ton 30~ H.P. VII, 
new fires and rims. Trailer 
towing pack. Asking.s4,000 
635.7466 (I)$-2) 
1967 Belalr Station wagon. 
327.4 barrel. Asking I350 
firm. Phone635-6681. (p3-21) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (dr) 
1976 Doge Van, 7 cyl. stan- 
dard. phone 635.7702 (p5-22) 
Public Health Nurse wishes 
to rent unfurnished I to 2 
bedroom house with frldge 
and stove from July 1, 1978. 
Contact 635.4607 (p5-22) 
Wanted to Rent or lease a 
small house or trailer by a 
responsible woman with 
pets. 638-1534 or 635.4931 
Local 37. (c3-1) 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. View| 
at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On 
water system. Asking $5,000. 
Phone 635.7540 or 6,35-2G66 
3 and 5 acre parcels On 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 end $1908. Two lots 
onlylefl. One with creek. JD 
Prodo~, 490 Anderten Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B.4 phone 
339-4736 (cS0-iulyl) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas service 
etc. - 4 bedroom home, 
completely, furnished, 1V2 
bath, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Rifler, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (eft) 
Successful store for sale In 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8 
coolers and freezers. I walk- 
In, 3 bedroom dwelling at- 
tached. One rental house, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of land. Annual 
sales almost double asking 
price. Assumable mortgage. 
Call 635.$20:~ for details. 
For Sale: 1972 Ford 
Econoline Van. Fully 
camperized. Low mileage, 
many extras. Excellent 
condition phone 638.5514 
after $ (p8-2) 
For Sale: 1973 /Wszda RX3 
Station Wagon. 34000 miles 
$2300 or best offer. Phone 
635-5970 (c5-21) 
1972 Ford Ecenollne Van 302- 
V8 Std. trans, sun roof, 
pertly camperized. Bedlal 
stdel belted tires like new. 
Phone 625.3304. (I)3.21) 
1969 V.W. Beetle. Low 
mileage. Well maintained. 
Has radio, 4 summer & 4 
winter tires. Good running 
condltlun. Call 635.2243 8. 
4:30 or 638.8372 eves. (c5.1) 
1975 aide Omega Hatchback 
3.50 V8, Tepedeck etc. 53,000 
miles. Blue and white 3500 
O.B.O. Phone 635.7291 days 
635.6876 after 5 p.m. (p5.1) 
1971 Toyota Landcrulanr 
with wide fires plus set spare 
tires with rims. View at 5135 
Mcconnell 638.1517 or 638- 
4380 (p10.6) 
1972 Toyota Iong.whcel base 
Landcrulser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition, View 
5135 t~cConnell 638.1517 or 
635.4380 (p10.6) 
72 Volkswegon square hack, 
sliver col~r, 1 owner car, 
32000 miles. Excellent 
condition. Aeklnil 81800 
Phone 635.6997 (ca.1) 
For Sale: 76 GMC Cam. 
perlzM Van Fully equipped. 
Want Corvette or Pickup In 
trade. Phone 638.1744 after 6 
p,m, (p3.21) 
i 
For Sale: 1978 Mercury 
Bobcat. 4 speed. 28,000 
mlle. Like new condition. 
Phone 635.4048 (p3.21) 
For Sale: 1972 Triumph Spit. 
Fire. Custom Paint. Good 
condition.. 25,000 original. 
Offers. Call days 635.6516 
eves 638.8296 (p5-2) 
1975 JImmy 4x4, 26,S00 miles, 
engine cooler, oil cooler, 
equalizer hitch, trailer 
towlng suspension for 8000 
G.V.W., Sliding side win. 
daws, high Sierra Package. 
Excellent condition. Will 
consider trade. Phone 632. 
7973 (c$-2) 
I 
For Sale: 1974 Bendix I 
Leader trailer. 2 bedroom. I 
Reverse aisle. Front I 
kitchen, patio doors ,edi 
sundeck. Phone 635.6405| 
(cffiu14) I 
12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30 addition, fridge, 
stove, carpet, drapes in- 
cluded. Set.up and skirted In 
trailer park, phone 635.6310 
after 5 (ctf) 
12x68 Safeway. Furnished. 
8X10 heated Jew shack. 
Phone 635-9323. (p10-7) 
06' Safeway doublewide. 
Includes t l l  major ap. 
pllances, largegardan shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, end fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted In 
t:edar. View at No. 31-461~ 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park 
Phone' 635.9429. (ctf) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title" lot on 
Simpso,~ Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, S.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
Immediate Delivery 
1978 Factory built 2 or 3 
bedroom 14' wide or double 
wide. Delivered and set up 
to your location. 100 percent 
flnandng avallsble OAC. 
Gov't grant of $2500 ap- 
pllcable. Free round trlp to 
Vancouver. For Inquirles 
please phone collect Parker 
Homes of Canada Ltd. 937- 
5447 (c12.22) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted.In 
trailer court in town. Will 
sell furnlshed or un. 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (pl0-Jul) 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
Canadians 2 bedrooms with 
frldge, stove, washer and 
• dryer. Asking' $11,000 
negotiable. Phone 635.Y69Y 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a Ilmffed number of 
12', 14', and 24' wlda In ex- 
cellent coodltlon. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you quality we will fly 
you In at our expense. 
Hurryl. These won't lastl 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 
684.0O24 
Tar-Star 
Mobile Homes 
835 Granvlle 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 11(7 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, steve, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No,1 Pine Park phone 
635-3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
23x56 D0ublewlde; malor 
appliance and garden shed. 
fenced. Sltuated on let fully 
. skirted complete fenced. 
View at 31 Timberland 
Trailer Court, 4619 Queen. 
• sway. (Ctf) 
Registered ~& quarter and 
Arabian Chntnut gelding. 8 
years old. Very gentle, 
Good riding horle 1300, 
Phone 6~-69W. (~.1) 
For Sale: Registered 
Morgan • Walker hares, 5 
years old, gelding, trained 
phone after 5 635.7S63 or 635- 
9523 (p10~1S,19,21) 
FOR SALE BY BID 
Good and chafleis of Copper 
N~ountaln Automdtlve Ltd. 
Situated at 208 Skinner Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. THE GOODS 
MAY BE VIEWED Monday 
Evening, June 12, 1972. Bids 
may be submitted In writing 
to Security Bailiffs Ltd. P.O. 
Box 222, Kltlmet, B.C. no 
later than June 16, 1976. (c9- 
7) 
,,, ,, 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
"Renovations" Terrace 
Community Correctional 
Centre Terrace, B.C. for 
Miler Renovations, Tender 
No. 1870 will be received up 
to 3:00 p.m. local time the 22 
day of June, 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened in public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cor- 
poration, 4827 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., Phone 638. 
1191. 
Tenderlnil documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:08 a.m. an~;; 
the 31 day of May 1978. 
Tenders must be ~ed on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac., 
.espied. 
(c3.1) 
For Sale: 17' Travel trailer. 
In excellent condition with 
fridge, stove and heater. No 
bathroom. $2000 Phone 635- 
7585 (p4-21) 
Hardtop tent trailer. Sleeps 
6. Two burner propane 
stove. Canopy. Asking $475 
¢18.8329 (p3-22) 
1975 Concord motor home. 
24' long. Dodge 440 engine, 6 
new tires. 2 new betterles. 
Stove, 3.way frldge, 
washroom with shower. 
Sleeps 8. Air conditioning. 
Furnace, 2 dining tables. 
Phone 632-6704 (c5.2) 
For Sale: Hardtop tent 
trailer 635-7074 (c3-22) 
1972.8' camper. Very good 
condition. Phone 635.4644. 
(I)3.1) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK;" 
PAIN-TING .~ 
Phone after 6: 
635-4O94 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
$1.00. ,Our Introductory 
special offers you 10 
beautiful iumbo.slze color 
pictures from any one color 
negative for only S1.00. Any 
additional pictures c',er 10 
from same negative unly 10c 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus$1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printing your color films. 12 
exp. i;oll • $2.99, 20 exp. roll - 
$3.99, 24 exp. roll . $4.99, 36 
exp. rol l .  $5.99. Fast ser- 
vice, guaranteed quall~ & 
satisfaction or money 
refunded. Pronto ~ Photo 
Service, 30 Esstgate, Win. 
nlpeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (iu 15) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop~dlscreetly by 
mall. Send $1.08 for our 
latest fully Illustrated 
catelegue of marital aid s for 
both ledlca and gentleme~ 
Direct Adlon Marketlnil Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(ctf) 
Now that time, as well as ~ Although roses are qizite roses ahd shrubs from pas~ 
money, has beduins a pre-" hardy and will grow in such as aphids, mites," leaz- 
cious commodity we nee& to budget it wisely.~Many almost any kind of soil, : .uppers and other enemies, 
thJre are two basic require- an effective pesticide such 
homemakers no lodger ments that these perennial as Spectracide ® is return- 
spend hours in the kitchen beauties 'demand: that the mended. Spray on both 
preparing meals. They rely ground be well drained, and sides of leaves until they're 
heavily on convenience that the sun shines bdghtly dripping wet. You can also 
foods and partially prepared enough on them. use Spectrscide Garden 
products to save time and To plant your ruses, start ~v~ V~ ~.~ °~ -. V Y "t~ 
energy, with a hole.12 inches deep ~ VV ~.~j~/ . . .~v  y ~ 
It is always a good idea to and 18 inches wide. Loosen ~v~j / [  / ~/~//4'.,'~. ~ "  ~'-tT__l 
of canned, bottled and small cone o f  earth in the ~' 
packaged foods on hand-  center. Carefully fan out the ~ " ' ~ ' ~  ~//'~.. I 
the kind that can be served roots, place the bush over 
instantly or with a mini- the cone and fil~ in the soil 
mum of preparation. Yester- over the roots to about four 
day,'s cake and fresh fruit inches from the top of the 
become an exciting dessert hole. ' 
fondue when dip'ped into Then, tamp firmly so the 
melted conoordgrspe j lly, roots are well anchored, and Insect Duet to protect YOUr 
Str,~tch a small amount of crumbled peanut brittle er Just before serving, spoon 
hamburger by making it chopped nutsforgarnish, whipped cream into pier water thoroughly. After- roses effectively. 
into meatballs and serving' Brandied Strawberry crest. Arrange peaches on wards, fill the hole corn- Rose lovers without much 
with prepared spaghetti Sauce is something ~'ou will top. Melt conoordgrape jelly • twoPletelYinchesS° t upsoilthe iSstockOne of°r togardenknowSpacethatwillrosesbe can pPYbe 
sauce. Combine two or .want to keep in your refrig- with lemon juice. Spoon the hush. It 's also a good grown in containers. Any 
three different varieties of crater at all times to perk. over fruit. Garpish with ad- idea to fertilize your roses place that enjoys four to sis 
canned soup for a spur-of- up ice cream, fruit or pud- dltlonal ,whipped crear~ and two or three times a year houm of sunlight daily is 
the-moment flint course, diag. This beautiful ruby- peanut brittle. Ma~es one with a fertilizer that's high suitable. Should you want 
Make fancy deuerts in a red deuert sauce combines 8-inch pie. in phosphorous. Water them the rose's weet fragrance in 
jiffy. Take ordinary pound- concordgrspe jam, brandy, Note: steadily and regulady so the a bouquet, clip just above 
cake, slice into three layers, chopped strawberries (fresh 1 package vanilla pie filling ~ roots are always kept moist, the topmost spray of fine 
• spread bottom two layers or frozen) and lime peel. cooked with 2 cups half- 
with one jar of concord- and-half and thoroughly Yes, roses have many leaves. The lovely rose may 
grape preserves, alasmble, FRENCH PEACH chilled may be substituted friends, but they have look fair wherever i t  is 
frost and sprinkle with TART for the 2 cups whipped enemies ,  too :  insect  placed, but pdzed above all 
enemies. To protect your is its lingering scent. 
chopped nuts. Presto! An I package pie crust mix cretan. 
easy, elegant orte, or 1 frozen 8-lack BRANDIED STRAW- z 
Suggested here are two  pie exnst; baked B E R R Y S A U C E 
fan0y desserts made with and cooled 1/2 cup concordgrape jam DO I t  NOW 
convenience ,T.,~ods. Their I tablespoon oesnge- 2 tablespoons brandy 
ease of preparation makes flavored liqueur 1 teaspoon cornstarch 
them suitable for both par- 2 cups sweetened 1tablespoon water A l u m i n u m  
ties and family meals, whipped cream or 2 cups coarsely chopped 
For the French Peach Tart 
a frozen pie crust, packaged prepared whipped strawberries, fresh 
pie crust mix or your favor- topping ordetmsted frozen Sheets 
ito pastry recipe can be I can (1 pound) peach I teaspoon slivered 
used. depending on the slices, well-drained lime peel 
length of t ime you want l/2eupconcordgrepojelly Combine concordgrape 
to spend. The filling is a 1-1/4 teaspoons lemon juice jam and brandy in saucepan. ~PP X a~ pJ 
luscious concoct ion of Sweetened whipped Heat, stirring, until jan{ is 
whipped cream laced with steam melted and heated: Blend ~ s~ 
orange-flavored liqueur. 1/4cup crumbled cornstarch and water; stir 12 sheets 0.b- e ,  lU  Canned peach slices are then peanut brittle or into syrup. Cook, stirring, 
attractively arranged over chopped nuts until sauce is thickened and 
the fd]ingandg[azed withe ]h'epare pie crnst mix ao- smooth; Add Itrawberdes ; THE DALLY  HERALD 
mixture of concordgrape cording to psokage dbec- and lime peel. Heat sauce, 
jelly and lemon juice. Addi- tlons and shape into 8-inch ~ oceJonally. Serve 
tional whipped cream is tart pan or pie' plate. Stir warm over ice ezeem, fruit 3212 Kaium St. Terraoe 
'piped around the edge of liqueur into 2 cups whipped or pudding. Makes about S 
the tart and sprinkled with cream;chill, l /2oopsuuce. 1" I I 
• ment  have shown that 
' |N '~ ~OR distilled water, used with a 
floral preservative, can extend 
OMEOWNEI tS  the life of cut  owe. np to 
• 100 percent. Devoted flower 
Tips To Help You lovers may have already made 
this discovery about distilled 
water which, until now, has 
DOUBLE THE LIFE OF been used mostly in steam 
YOUR CUT FLOWERS irons and for cleaning contact 
lenses. 
Imagine buying a bouquet This f loral lifempan in- 
of cut(~ flowers on Monday crease stems from the fact 
and still being able to enjoy that the preservative resets 
them the following Monday. more quickly and effectively 
impossible? Not when you with distilled water than with 
fill your vase with disti l led tap water. The chemicals in 
water and floral preservative, common tap water tend to 
Findings of Ohio State Uni. Slow down the preservative 
versity's Horticulture Del~art- action "and" interfere with op- 
timum results. Unlike tap 
• ~ water, distilled Water contains 
HELP WANTED: Mature no chemicals, minerals, or 
studentsl Earn $5 to $7 per trace elements of any kind. 
hour plus bonus with In. You can use diqtilled water 
teresftng summer work. on your house plants, too. 
Write Fuller Brush Co., Box 
108 care of 800, 207 West 
Hastings St., Vancouver, Though the soybean was oul. 
B.C. V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. • tivated in China before  
Diamond, General Delivery, 3500 B.C., it was virtually un- 
Station 'R', Kelowna, B.C. known in the U.S. until 1900. 
V1X 4K3. (ctf) 
I 
 the 
ItONIAS 
are here. [ Car Tips By Totem Ford 
Car Owner's Manual 
ILeast Read "Best.Seller" 
ISaves Money, " TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4142 Hwy. 16 West ' ' • ' 
Terrace, B.C. VeG1,  Inconvenmnce 63|;5571 or 6354325, 
HONDA Denier Llcence Number 02066A 
t 
r What book is available fn~ service mensier, Ford Mgt0r td help them enjoy the ever, 
lo millions of Canadian motor- Company of Canada, Limited, inoreadn8 number of comfortl 
Ists, contains vital informstlun "Even if a car owner glanced ud  convenience fcatuml on 
/ ' "  If you mille in Tenses or  *o . ,a  blS investment, can through his manual in .put  today', cars, Ford', mauual 
'~  rove most of them money and years, he still should take the notes, for e~mpk, that a ~u 
in~nvenicn¢e, yet still is among time to read the new safety end will cool off faster onca the lh 
' l rhornh i l l  and  do  not  Im ,he least-read "best sellers" operating instructions for his conditioner i, turned on, i f 'y .  
ever published7 1978modcl," leave the windows open fo~ 
If you Itaven't guessed, it's Mr, Johnson notd that new two Xo three minutel ariel 
a piper eludor - tho new.car owner's manual, era!salon control devices hive parking under It hot sun. 
Andlfyou'rcamongthobuycrs caused auto makers Io r~vise did you know you should 
we have a Èa 1978 model, you should start-up instructions for many. "cycle" thc air conditional 
carefully read your owner's new.modal c r, in recent years, once or twice a.month durlnl 
manual. You'll be surprised Drive. who fall to follow these the wkter7 SPEOIAL OFFER how muohnew, u,fulinforma, new pm¢edummay'ha, dlf. Do youknowtheud'ew~ 
lion has been put into it in flcultystartlngth0lrcare, p ril, to u~ Jumper cables, when 
re@nt years, oularly on cold momlnp or .starting e stalled car? Do~ 
Thlsyear'r T'ord and Mercury when the engln~ Isvery hot. your car u~ film, ciz~ll 
ON SUBSORIPT IONS m.ual,, For example, have'up Important notes on safety breakers,' or both, io its 
to 100 pages devoted to vehicle items, tim care, trallcr towing trfcal system? The 8sawer8 t~ 
operation, service, safety and and em0rgen~ dflvinj situs- these and many other m'~/, 
F O R  Y O U !  cu,tomerconvanlencetlp,, t lonsal ,  am found ln most servica ndmainten--ques. 
"Our vehicles undergo a new.car manuals, tions can be found in s caz 
variety or changes each year," The auto makers also provide owner's manual, 
said T. Larry Johnson, national car owners with operating tips 
PHONE I Torra0o Totem Ford 
636-6367 Sales Ud, 
4631 Koith 
' , . "  636-4984 D00727A 
• 
, F 
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Your Individual 
roscope ..ar 
Frances Drake ~ s ~ 47 Put p~mmt author ,  
FORWEnt*DAY MAY 31, ' '~  , 1978 coultnent ~ ~ 4 '  ~ ~ m ] [  ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
o ~mm s_s~e pleat." u / .~  ~.~ w,=,~n o,  ,n b, n . . ,  , . . - -  . . ,  ao~- - ,  ~ .  
~omorrow bo? To find out what the sta s say,What kisd  ey will Hold to• welL rdeted c . so . r~d th  fo r . .  for you. SAGITTARIUS • one extrn "maY turu the tide , II 0mlt " . ~ . .  Ill - - ,  , - -  god . . "-- __desire ~ - -  ?. TH" ~ ~  .~.nl~l| ~ ~ ~ ~ I I •  | "  ]~ '  
givm for your birth Sign. (Nov, = to Dec, 21) id~kn.J00e insect 7 Fleming or for one ~..~_~L.P.C~[~ f T .~. . . , ,~  [ ~l~,..~R'ri.l~.Y'~ D'"  I " ' j~  ":(~"-I ~''°' " 
Because you did not succeed 16Te=a~esttle $4--themrk Hunter Z~Land 
(Mar. 21 te Apr. 20) ey l~ bofore at  what yo"  ~ ' ~  " i~ ~ " V ' .  S ~ =  ~ ~ l ~ / " • j , 
worthwhile ndeavor does not 115 Deer's horn dry • geese 80 Stmug 
meas you will not now-- IF it is l~Foe ~ Ireland 9 To support ~'~'~ @ Some storm Clouds are brewing, 
but thelil]geniol//;1 Arlm will stlll worthwklle. ZlPrinter's DOWN 10SlX .q  .~Fabledblrd -LLi~G 
emotions ~der stern control. .Mntteramaygetofftoaqulck puix~r Indin 1SLayer ~Forn~ ~ / 
TAURUS ' TarkM title 
over your System, methods; W. l 27 ~ f [  . " I 
Evolve a system" of cheeks harder for sure~ selinfaction. 
and balances in rating past 
efforts. Some changes are in the 
making, sO be. sagacious in, 
'pisnning to meet hem. 
GEMINI ! I~  
(May 22 to June 21) 
Another good day! You can 
make new records now. Don't 
spread yourself too thin, 
however, but cencentrata on 
your most important objectives. 
CANCER 01~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
A tailor-made day for your 
talents. You may face some 
"tight" situations, and others 
may vex but, ff you remain 
serene, you can handle all. 
LEO 
(J~y,9-4 to Aug. =) ~ 
Keep eyes on the ball now. 
Day can be one of tremendously 
useful performance if you note 
immediate needs and forget 
past disappointments. 
(Aug. 24 .to Sept. 
You may not accomplish ALL 
you hope to, but don't quitl 
Keep your hand on the .wheel 
and keep pressing forward -- to 
make SOME gains. 
LIBRA ./'L~'~ 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Neither renege on promises 
nor attempt oo much. Both 
extremes are likely now. Accept 
only what better sense 
recognizes will suit the day and 
good purpose. 
SCORPIO I ~  
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Mars, favorable, suggests 
that you put forth the very best 
efforts possible, but without 
overtaxing.yourself. Just that 
The effort alone will reward. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~g]eq 
Mixed planetary influences. 
Right plans and moves at the 
right imes and places will keep 
you in the lead for gains, with 
ease Of effort. 
PISCF~ 
to 
Good Neptune influences 
favor normal routine, as well as 
the launching of new en- 
~rprL~es, Deliberate, then act. 
Try a master stroke. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
been endowed with a high ~der 
of intelligence; are Iextremely 
ambitious, creatively inelined 
and unusualiy dexterous with 
your hands; could reach top- 
level attainment in professions 
where you can cOmbine your 
mental and physical nbil/ty. 
You are original in your ideas, 
but can carry out those of others 
with great facility, even im- 
proving on them as you go 
along. With your keen per- 
ception, you quickly analyze the 
most complex of ~RusUons and 
"your lively imagination helps 
you in straightening them out. 
You could excel at writing in 
any form or in the theater; at 
any occul~ition involviug travel 
or deulingwith e public-- or a 
combination ofboth. Music as 
an avocation would make_an 
admirable outlet for your 
emotions. Try to curb ten- 
deneles toward restlessness and 
extravagance. Birthdate of 
Walt Whitman, renowned 
Amer. poet; Pope Plus XI; J~  
Namath, football star. 
31PIT~AEIEIRIB~SIE~ 
_I~O~R~RIEIRITI~ 
• i I 
44 Vedic god of 
con or in 
~8 TO fleece pendulum" 
31Bu188rJan ~ 41Pub mkdis 
esin. ~ F~d~se 
Chalice O,[DIO/SIAILiSIE IP[AIJ . pr~ninm 
81 anger 31AMIEISIELAIDIA[NIJ ¢IGoad 
Uve wire, ~ I IDIE~ I ICIEIDIEII 
' ==C~ntde tS~ 
• / Observed M Italian 
Hawsers ;ISIEIE~IHIEIL~XII noble house 
Greek k~r  NIEIDUSSI~EIDIS~TIEII e~=~ 
' 41Cflyin I-1~ mount 
Beugal Answer to Saturday's puzzle, f~ Broad sash 
• ' 
CRYPTOqUIP 4-15 
PCWH HJQRB TRPCWHR WUJT  
TQJURQB ~ . 
Saturday's ~ -- OUR ABLE MARBLES CHAMPION 
CONSIDERED M OPPONENTS CHUMPS. 
@ l~S Ifla8 Feetu~ S~ulkm, 
Today's Criptoquip due: B equsla S
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tution elpber in which each 
;ou think that X equals O, it 
Single letters, sh0~t words, 
n give you clues to incettug. 
~y trisl and error. 
DEAR ABBY: For the past six years my husband's haas, . ' 
who lives out of state, sends me a huge bouquet of rases on 
Mother's Day. The box they some ~n bears the name of a DEAR MAMA: No, If you had, you would have taught 
local florist, and their truck delivers them, so it's not u her two t ida l :  (1) If she wants mmethinS, an she has to do 
~ ongh these flowers have been shipped any great Js soream ~ur it. (2~ : eked Is entitled to something Just "eten~. Well, I have never seen sorrier flowers l~  ~ my ~ m[  a ~k~ ~ ~e ' " : 
llfel It is getting to be an annual joke around here. They ' l" ' " " " " 
aren'.t even worth putting into a vase. I just open the box DEAR ABBY: I am a single woman, 48, gemg .wire a 
and carry the flowers right out to the trash, man of 66. Sidney is a widower with three grown emmren. 
Then I sit down and writs a" 'qdumk-you" note for the He is very attrae~ve and represents he .kind of security •
%enutiful" flowers. I told my hushandthis year that I womanmy age rarely fluda. He was happily married for 80 
think we should tell his bose what kind of flowers he has years, and now he wants' to marry me. 
been paying for. My husband says we should be quiet. The trouble is my mother. We have lived ~get~er since 
What. do ynu say? Dad died 10 years ago, and ever since t tom nor ~want o 
CHEATED IN TAMPA marry Sidney, she has cried and carried on u~e you 
wouldn't believe. She says he e too old for me and it Will 
DEAR CHEATED" I Bay n rose by any other name never work out. l~'e taM'her.she couldlive with us.but 
would smell And so would the deal you~e been getting refuses tomove, to the dty  where we woumlive, leus ann • 
from your florist. By an means let the sender know the preasnuy live m.a augurs.! _ . . . . . .  . 
Idnd of flowers you I~ve been rerelvi~. He would 'Whenherfrisnds~y.to.tsli.herthatslm~snO~1_,.~,napPy 
apwedate it . . . .  th0t I~I have someone to mo~ ar~er m.e when ..age g?us, 
l "* . she ,s~t~__HE is only II years younger man e~ttei m, mm us 
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem that concerto not o~ly won't ]nit that much longer. • . _. , . .  
me, but all the other kids who ride my school bus. It's cur Abby, I could be ve_ry happy with Sianey ff it weren c ~r  
bus driver (she's a woman). First of all, elm driven a little, my mother. What should I doz 
too fast; and second, when she has to put on her brakes 
because the ear ;-front puts on his brakes, she waits tul M 
CATFISH. ,y , o.y r 
THEI;2E/~ 
• ~ . NOTHI~ . 
. , ~"TiCK C~T 
the AMAZING SP IDER-MAN.  • By Stan Lee and John Remit• 
OAA~A@~ THAT C~ATe 
ANn PAY  WITH.  YOUR,  COM~ I "O L IFE!  E~M[E I  • • i n ~ l n ~  THEN ~OC OC,~ ~EliI,~./~_IA,~,~A| i i  
APPF.ARG FRG;M ~ 7--T-lfi'~ l eg  
NOWHERe-- ~ P ~ ~  ~111~ 
VANISHES l I I  f/~t/~l |~ i l~  TH~ ~e ~mmw_-. ~~L~mn 
[ said, "You let the doctor 
et sick •riddle, end I don't ~ ............................... 
'After that, she behaved ,n TERRAOE ~ ~.~a~.  ,m=-,,eTE R , I .  
id'"Uma'danty°elovei iSWLIN6 " , h all my heart." Ami _t~_n FOR '{OUR SPRING 
get me a doll like Llea s, - -  " ~ ~ / ~  NOW 19' l i LEAGUES , ===- .  • .=- ,  . . . - -  ALLEYS L ~'~" 
• ~J~JJ~ £ - J t JUg~I t . l k£r . JM  ~us-iAl&t-~ ,T---~/~/~#////.~.;;;;;;;;;;;:;~~/~////~/x~//#//4"/~ "- . 
.... . : . ,  , . ,  h , ,  ,ttw~.~W 
she is only about.a foot away from the ear. 
How can I tell her she dose these things without hurting 
her l~ee~? She is really a very_ nice isdyl I am surprised 
we haven t l~d an accident yet, but some of the kids have 
black and blue marks all over from when she slammed on 
her brakes and everybody went flying. Thank you. 
SIGN ME '~ARED" 
DEAR SCARED: l~st ,  tell the woman bus driver what 
yeu've told me. H that doesn't slow her up, tel] your 
mother. 
¢ l l ~ m l t * U m  / 
MOTHER TROUBI~ • 
DEAR ABBY: I am torn between my duty.as awife and 
my duty as a mother. I am 57 and my husband is 63. I 
recently received a letter from my daughtsr, who lives 
1,200 milesfrom here. She said she is leaving her husband 
after 13 years of marriage and she wants me to come at 
once to stay with her kids and run her household so she can 
go back to work. . 
DOONESBURY 
100/(/~6 FO~/ARP 70 ? 
SEEING I4Y O~ RXW- / 
L /4q~ A~AI#.. ; / 
DEAR TROUBLE: Marry Sidney..~.nd ask him'ff he lure 
a friend fur yanr mother. • 
DEAR ABBY: l~  husband is dead and I have two 
enlarged pictures of him nicely framed; I keep them in my 
living room. The other day a neighbor came in and saw 
them, and she asld personal pictures do not beloug in the 
liAvi~broum. " . , ,. . 
by, I haven't had much education, and I would 
appreciate it if you would tell me if I am wrong to keep his 
pictures there. 
I get a lot of pleasure out of looking at his pictures in th~ ~ ¢ ~ ~  
living room, but ff they really don't belong there, I suppose 
I could put them somewhere lse. Thank you. 
DON'I' KNOW 
' i 
DEAR DON~: Personal pictures should be enjoyed. 
91 And they Imleug wherever they afford the mout 
II~sanre. ~
I don't think it's fair to leave my husband alone, but I 
hats, to turn my daughter down• She didn't say hew long 
Do youwish •u had of she wants me to stay, but she has always been • very more friends? For the Heret 
selfish girl, and I know once she gets me there, I will have pepularity, le t  ~y 'a  new booldet: "How To Be Popular; 
• terrible time getting •way. Please help me. You're Never Tee Young or Tee Old." Send $1 with • lout, 
' TORN IN'TUCSON mdLIddremmd, Itsmimd (24 cent,) envelope to Ahby, 182 
DEAR TORN: Write to, your daughter ud  tell her that Lusky Ddve, Bevorly Ifille, Calif. 90~12. 
i f  she plans to go back to work,,she had better .mdm )~" . 
permanent arrangements Hsht no~ f~ running her 
household beeanse your plane is with your husband, aud " ' 
that's where you intend to stay. . . ' 
coNFIDENTIAL TO" SHOULD 17" Hair, ilke money, 
Is never very, Important to the man who has plenty of it. I f  
baldness, bothers, you, get a" ludrplere. WHEN A 
' FOREST ) :  : ' , ,~.  
...~.7- My neighbor hus a 6-year-old danghtsr I'll call Lisa. 
__  . . . _  
Well, we took our daughters to the doctor for their shots. YOUR MONEY hk'~h~ 
First my neighbor took Lisa in, and she screamed ~htd 
hollered as ff the doctor was cutting off her arm, so Ll~'s GO~S UP IN / /~  
mother as id, "Iwon't let that mean old doctor her t you. H - SMOKE 
you, atop crying I~] bay you n new doll on the way home.*' 
So Llea turned off the tears'like y6u would turn off • PROTECT 'N l i~  
 eu=t, . '\ ' CANADA'S  , I IH i "  
. When It ,yes my daughter's turn for her shot, I took her ' FORESTS ~~ 
i n  and she started yelling and carrying on Just like Lisa 
did. I said. 'Wait.. minute, Doetsr."Then I took Mar7 and ~ ; 
W~/~/T ~ A~, 7H~ tAFt 7kf4~ 
~ f~qqTY ~WI~7 7~ ~ 
~ ~ ~A 7~4~ 77~T 
~ Jeamsqv zinc 
by Gar ry  Tmdeau 
YOU/0VOW,/F CA~-~, 
The mute' swan is so-celled A berry that grows in West 
.because it is said never to me Africa is 3,000 times iweeter 
its voice in captivity, then lu~lr. 
 .,toour 
it the 
dealmUm . 
Test drive a Honda today at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
• | I I 4842 Hwy. I I  West 
| ;  I Terrace, B.C. V|G IL l  
• ~ 435.4571 or 435.4325 
Z- IO I~TDA.  ' Dealer Licencs Number 02011A 
I 
"1 wanted to me you, to tell you thit your ecceunt 
is eleven dollars over.drawn end its fine with me." 
, , .  , 
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Nutty company fired girl 
for coming to work early 
LUTON, England (CP) - -  struction while on a tom- the dampness there gave her take no action against a girl 
With a fine eye for a pun, porary, oontract and we had knees, who regularly arrived ha)f 
Elizabeth Kovaes intoned: 
"This company must be 
nuts." 
El~abeth was a 17-year- 
old peanut packer for q 
Peanuts until she was fired 
for showing up too early. 
She had to admit she was 
warned, q told her 
repeatedly tostop coming to 
work at 6:30 a.m, when her 
shift didn't go on stream 
decided not to keep her," 
said a q spokmman. 
"We applaud our workers 
who arrive on thne. But that 
means on time--not too 
Nuts, says Elizabeth, and 
she's taking the case to an 
industrial tribune, claiming 
unfair dismissal. 
Liz didn't want to work for 
q in the first place. She was 
until 8. completely happy at a 
"She disobeyed an in- ~ekle-packing .plant until 
So, she made the switch. It 
was great o be able to walk 
to work in the early mor- 
ning- just  the thing to 
relieve tension in the joints. 
"I like to go to work in tJme 
to have a coffee and read a 
newspaper before I start," 
she says. 
"It puts me in the mood for 
a hard day's work." 
However, "If I was sacked 
for being too early, it is 
unfair that the firm should 
an hour late." 
However, Q claims that by 
arriving early she was uP- 
aetting the othor workers. 
I look upward. I earn time. I 
look forward. I utilize time. 
I look inward. I save time. I 
look backward. I waste 
time. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
30 Ton Truck.  Hydraulic Cranes - 20 Ton R.T. 
BOB N I ESH- 624-6283 Prince Rupert 
SKEENA ORANE 
SKEEHA VALLEY , 
RENTALS. , .  
Most Anything -Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
SERViOES LTD, Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8.6 
" i 'F :RRN~t= 638 1555 , ,o , ,  "~ Ja '~ 4,4,Or.,0~v..e " OOU' ' I I~"  . . • . P.fie635-~r417 , 
TOOVEY ,.,o~. o.,.~.. ~.., . , . . . . . .~.,o. 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS 4) 
SERVICE  . K iALWOOD ' 
MEROURY 0ANA~,~TU~E YAMAHA ~I~.TC, HEN 
toiled'el: eo l JaaR . .~o , , . . .  - -  
) (chain saws) , ,usa  M, .^~E.  ~ABINETS 
Hours: M0n.- Sat. e.~ ' ~,~C~'Ge~OVRSo~sU~.c. v:~[. s.~ (NORTH" "lEnNI L11). 
..,,.~ . '. Deal. Licence I =: : : : : ;~  q~qb ureig Number 02013A COO-O@&[] 
| • GLENN CARSON I " ~ ~ ~ ~ "  Rerooflng Specialist [ 
TERRACE ac I "~ i~.  . . /~ ' " "  FREE kSTIMATES I ! 3092 HWY. 16EASTo WALLY LEFEBVRE 
l ' "Call evenings 63S'4'00 I V8G 3N5' ' ' PHONE (604) 635.3863 ""~"~'""~' " ' 
FACIALS PEDICURE 
HAIRCONDITIONING MAN ICURE 
STYLI NG HOT WAX DE PILATION 
(NO CUTTING) 
No.12-3624 Kalum St. Phone 635.4788 
(Sunnyhill Trailer Park) 
(604)635-7163 
/I/Id~lho~rm~j 
I 
Telex 047-85506 
UeBhanney..AUo.eiates 
0onsulting Civil Engineers 
~e and try our excelJ'ent 
elections of 
m ported meats, 
cheeses and 
delicacies. 
No,bland Deft 
<,.,)',d. 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635.~~~ i 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING 
PAGING OR 
MONITORING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE British Oolumbia Land Surveyors 
, 205-4630 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C. "' i  . . . . . .  B C DOG. lVS Canada MS"C) lS6 ~zo~.u t'arK Avenue, terrace, . . 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
accessories in stock N0W! MR, BUSINESSMANt 
~ ~ . ~  Thts- Space Is Reserved 
Ter : !~a~eo Ltd, For Your Ad.. 
Dealer N g. "01249A SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCEt. 
FJH , . , : ,  H&H TRUCKING 
eeffiT : ax SA, O " 
443~4 ~;3~ 9 ~3~ E. GRAVEL '  
. , . .  TOPSOIL , 
CUSTOM OONORETE PR0U ,~m.. A - . . - ,  ' ~ . ,~  ,, A . .  
i ook 040  OlOI or  o ; IO- l lp l~  Sand, Gravel, I)ra n R 
0all us at 635-6357 9 to § 
II 
t 
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/ 
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AND 
,ANDERSON 
T,V. GUIDE 
All lioiinp Hbject to change without notice, 
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" . GameNeWlywed t~ °ffs Emm:geney Mister 
Emergency Rogers 
• News Gong Electric 
145 News Playoffs. Show Company 
I 
:00 News. NHL News Zoom 
:15 News Playoffs Hbur Zoom 
H :30 News NHI, News Over 
'V  :~  News Playoffs Hour Easy 
'~00 SeatUe Cont. ' Stars on MacNell 
X ilS Tonight "Cont. Ice Lehrer 
d r  :30 Name that Cont. Search and Newsmakers 
:45 Tune Cont. Rescue Newsmakers 
• 00 Goes to :~ourglass Dean Martin National 
V 115 The Circus ~ourglass Roast Goorgraphle 
:30 i Goes to ~ary Tyler Roasting National 
V :~  the Circus Moore Betty White Geographic 
• m Ctrv Night The Funny Sneak 
U :1"5 o~ S'tars ~ Muppets Farm Previews 
"1 '  ;30 I Ctry. Night $keesa_ Carter The .Two 
V :45 Of Stars Journal uountry ttonmas 
d l  A .0O Part Two Death Lives: Eyewitness 
• • 115 [ Crystal Gayle Valley Days N. Armstrong Eyewlthess 
i U U :30 i~retta Ly.n To be Cont. Eyewitness * 
I I  V :~  Announced Cont. Eyewitness 
:30 [ gh "gh - -~  I~-  . .1  ~how ~,* 
I U , ~ :00 [ Tonight Poldark Posse from Sign Off 
n - J  :15 [Sh0w Hell 
| ~ :30 [Tonight AudieMurph] , 
• m :~ [show i ~J_~_h_- Saxon 
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Sho F
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Sesame Kareen's 
Street Yoga 
Sesame It's Your 
Street •Move 
I Dream Noon 
of Jeanni~ News 
Ryan's Movie 
Hope Matinee , 
m ~ m m m  
Bob The Pigeon 
McLean Sammy Davis Jr. 
• l~_b Dorothy Malone 
McL.e. an Rieardo Montalban 
Hollywood Another 
Squares World 
Edge of [ Another 
Night • [World __~ 
Hi'--j--- 
Hopes [ Ha•el 
Take [Man '  
Thirty ~ [ Hamel 
'Homemade [ Lucy 
'IV | Show 
Vision [ Emergency 
On _l_Emergency . 
J 
Butterflies 
Cover to 
Cover 
Over 
Easy 
Electric 
Jackson Jr. • 
High 
Living Tom. 
Making Musle 
Living 
Tomorrow 
Making 
Music - 
The 
Originals 
Old Friends 
New Friends 
Se~e 
Street 
Sesame, 
~St reet  . . , , ,  -~ . - .  
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd, 
Store Hours: 
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Friday 9a,m.-9p,m. VISA 
"OLOSED MONDAY 
